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ABSTRACT
The degree of irregularity apparent in the discharge patterns of electrically stimulated auditorynerve fibers depends upon the stimulation rate. Whereas fibers fire regularly at low stimulation
rates, the same fibers fire irregularly at high rates. The irregularity observed at high stimulation
rates has been attributed to noise caused by the random open and closing of voltage-gated ion
channels. This explanation however is incomplete: an additional mechanism must be operating
to account for the different effects of noise at the two stimulation rates.
We have identified such an additional rate-dependent mechanism. Specifically, we show in the
Fitzhugh-Nagumo (FN) model that the stability to perturbations such as noise depends upon the
stimulation rate. At sufficiently high rates a dynamical instability arises that accounts for the
main statistical features of the irregular discharge pattern, even in the absence of ongoing
physiological noise. In addition, we show that this instability accounts for both the statistical
independence exhibited by different fibers in the stimulated population and their sensitivity to
amplitude modulations applied to an ongoing stimulus. In cochlear implants, amplitude
modulations are used to encode acoustic information such as speech. Psychophysically,
sensitivity to small modulations correlates strongly with speech perception, suggesting a critical
role for dynamical stability/instability in speech perception. We show that rate-dependent
stability/instability occurs in the classical Hodgkin-Huxley model, as well as in biophysical
models of the mammalian node of Ranvier
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Regular and irregular neural responses to pulses
It has been known for over 60 years that nerve fibers fire regularly in response to pulses when
the amplitude of the pulses are significantly above threshold and when the spacing between the
pulses is large compared with the fiber's refractory time (see reviews [1] and [2]). It has also
been noted as early as 1938 that when the stimulus rate approaches the refractory time, irregular firing may occur even though the stimulus level is sufficiently high so as to produce regular

firing at lower stimulation rates [3]. Moxon [4], for example, studied the response of auditory
nerve fibers to pulse trains with a variety of levels and rates. He found when the stimulus level
was twice threshold and the fiber was stimulated at a relatively low rate of 300 pulses per
second, it responded nearly identically to every stimulus pulse. But, when the stimulation rate
was increased to 480 pulses per second, the fiber fired after "every second, third, or more
stimulus pulse[s] in irregular sequences" (p. 29). More recently investigators have studied the
complex, irregular firing patterns of the of the squid giant axon when stimulated at high rates
[5-7]. Also, the compound response of the human auditory nerve to uniform pulses has also
recently been studied by Wilson et al. [8]. They found that at low rates, the compound neural
response was regular, with a nearly identical response to each pulse. At higher rates, the
response is reduced in amplitude, and, in some cases, notably irregular in appearance.
Explanation of firing irregularity based on physiological noise
The irregular firing produced at low rates can be accounted for qualitatively by a stochastic
threshold crossing model [1]. This model consists of fixed threshold, representing the neural
threshold for spike generation, a noise waveform representing qualitatively the ongoing noise
present at the spike generating site, and a waveform representing the stimulus pulses.

The

noise waveform is produced by a Gaussian stochastic process. When the pulse amplitude is
well above threshold, the threshold is crossed with probability very near one, hence the spiking
pattern predicted by this model is regular. For pulses of lower amplitude, the random fluctuations of the noise cause the threshold to be crossed in a probabilistic fashion, producing an
irregular sequence of action potentials.
The range of stimulus amplitudes that produce significantly probabilistic firing is related to the
width of the amplitude distribution of the Gaussian noise process. Specifically, the relative
spread (RS), defined as the range of stimulus levels producing probabilistic firing divided by
threshold, is a normalized measure of the effective internal noise intensity of the fiber's spike
generation mechanism. We note that the effective noise level of auditory fibers has been characterized by measurements of the RS [9-10].
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Lecar and Nossal [11] used stability analysis to elucidate the relationship between the noise
amplification occurring near threshold in the Hodgkin-Huxley model (i.e., short-term dynamical instability), the true, as opposed to effective, intensity of the physiological noise, and the
resulting relative spread. Based on this analysis, they further argued that fluctuations in the
transmembrane conductance were the dominant source of noise influencing the response to
near threshold stimulation at low rates [12]. Sigworth [13] tested this theory experimentally
and concluded that the random fluctuations associated with the random opening and closing of
voltage-gated sodium channels did indeed suffice to account for the measured relative spread,
with other noise sources apparently making only a small contribution to the measured RS.

Recently, computational methods have been developed to explicitly simulate the stochastic
behavior of a realistically large population of voltage-gated channels present at a nerve fiber's
spike generation site [14].

Rubinstein

[15] used such a population model to simulate the

response to low-rate pulse trains of the amphibian node of Ranvier. He found for example that
the model predicted the general dependence of the RS on the number of voltage-gated channels,
the independence of the RS on pulse duration, as well as the tendency of the RS to decrease
with temperature.
Rubinstein et al. [16] have subsequently modified this population channel model to match the
channel gating kinetics measured by Schwarz and Eikhof in mammalian nodes of Ranvier [17],
and have used this model to simulate the response of mammalian auditory nerve fibers to highrate pulse trains (5 kHz). At these high stimulation rates, the model predicts irregular, desynchronized firing consistent with a Poisson process [18]. In accounting for this irregular behavior they suggest that noise from voltage-gated sodium channels plays an essential role:

Each fibers release from refractoriness becomes effectively independent after the first few
spikes occur. This phenomenon depends upon the stochastic activation and inactivation properties of the voltage-sensitive sodium channel. (p. 117)
They further hypothesize this noise-induced desynchronization plays an essential role in reducing the amplitude of the human compound auditory nerve response to high-rate stimuli.
A potential explanation of firing irregularity at high rates based on dynamical
instability
Dynamical stability/instability defined

A physical system is dynamically stable or dynamically unstable depending on whether the
response to small perturbations shrinks or grows with time [19-21]. The rate of shrinkage or
growth of the response to a small perturbation is quantified by the Lyapunov exponent, which
is a measure of dynamical stability/instability [21-25]. When the Lyapunov exponent is negative, the system is dynamically stable, while a positive exponent implies dynamical instability.
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Dynamical instability can produce firing irregularity

As we show explicitly in Chapter 2 of this thesis, when a mathematical model of spike generation is dynamically stable, and in the absence of noise, the firing pattern is regular. We also
demonstrate that at high stimulus rates, but not at low, the spike generation mechanism can be
dynamically unstable. When the spike generation mechanism is dynamically unstable, irregularity occurs even in the complete absence of ongoing noise. This irregular behavior, occurring in
the complete absence of ongoing noise, is often referred to as dynamical chaos [20,26].
The origins of the irregularity produced by dynamical instability are the unspecified digits of
initially low significance in the estimates of the resting conditions, the stimulus parameters, and
the intrinsic system parameters. Because these unspecified digits are effectively random, they
function as a "reservoir" of randomness. Dynamical instability draws upon this reservoir by
amplifying these small uncertainties over time, until they produce macroscopic irregularity in
the observed firing pattern.
Characteristics of dynamical instability

As we demonstrate in this thesis (Chapter 2 and Supplemental 3), dynamical instability produces irregular responses on time-scales that are much larger than the inverse of the Lyapunov
exponent, but highly predictable responses on shorter time scales. Although the Lyapunov
exponent of the spike generation mechanism of fibers has not yet been measured when driven
by a high-rate pulse train, short-term predictability, coexisting with long term irregularity, has
been repeatedly noted in the responses of nerve fibers stimulated at high rates. This short-term
predictability is inconsistent with thermally driven physiological noise having a dominant
effect because such noise produces irregularity on short time scales. Perhaps the first report of
this short-term predictability was by Hodgkin [3] in his study of the response of a crustacean
fiber to 500 Hz stimulation. In addition to noting that the response was non-repeating, with
different 2-3 second epochs exhibiting a different response pattern, he also stated:
...when the [preceding subthreshold or subliminal] response is small...the succeeding spike is
large and arises with no delay. On the other hand, when the subliminal response is large...the
next spike is subnormal in amplitude and starts after an appreciable latency. (p. 118)
More recently, the response of the squid giant axon to high stimulation rates has been studied
extensively. It has been found that the response is irregular at high rates, and further that this
rate-dependent irregularity also co-exists with short-term predictability [5-7]. For example,
Kaplan et al. [7] find that in the presence of irregular firing the amplitude of a subsequent
subthreshold response can nevertheless be predicted by the amplitude of the preceding subthreshold response.
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Dynamical stability/instability determines the contribution of ongoing noise to
the firing irregularity at low and high stimulation rates
As demonstrated by Lecar and Nossal [11], the magnitude of the ongoing noise is not sufficient
to determine the observed firing irregularity at low rates, since the dynamical stability of the
spike generation mechanism also plays an essential role. In particular, the short-term instability
occurring near threshold influences significantly the relative spread for a given level of physiological noise. The importance of short-term dynamical stability/instability on the firing irregularity at low rates is dramatically illustrated by the prominent decrease in the relative spread
when the temperature is increased [2]. In this case, even though the rate of thermally driven
opening and closing of channels increases, producing more noise, the relative spread nevertheless decreases because of a decrease in the magnitude of the short-term instability occurring
near threshold. In the words of Lecar and Nossal:
Thus, even though the fluctuations from the physical noise sources increase with increasing
temperature, the temperature dependence of the relative spread is governed more strongly by
the change in the deterministic motion along the separatrix [threshold] than by the increased
noise. (p. 1079)
Thus, in order to infer the effect on the firing irregularity of a given level of physiological noise
at low rates, one must estimate the dynamical stability of the spike generation mechanism to
that noise.
The importance of dynamical stability/instability is perhaps even greater at high stimulation
rates, where (long-term) dynamical instability may arise. In this case, a significant amount of
the observed irregularity may be accounted for, at least in principle, by the fixed "noise" associated with uncertainties in the initial conditions, the system parameters, and the stimulus parameters. Thus, a weak ongoing noise that plays a critical role in accounting for the observed irregu-

larity when the spike generation mechanism is marginally dynamically stable, may have essentially no effect when the spike generation mechanism is dynamically unstable, producing highly
irregular discharge patterns "intrinsically". Indeed, as we will demonstrate in Chapter 2 of this
thesis, ongoing noise can even have a regularizing effect in the presence of dynamical instability, serving to reduce quantitatively the observed irregularity. Thus, in order to infer the effect
on the firing irregularity of a given level of ongoing noise at high rates, one must estimate the

dynamical stability/instability of the spike generation mechanism in the presence of that noise,
and perhaps also theoretically estimate what the dynamical stability/instability would be in the
absence of that noise.
Goals of this thesis
The main objectives of this thesis are:
1) To use models of spike generation to elucidate the dependence of dynamical
stability/instability on stimulation rate and stimulation level for uniform pulse trains
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2) To elucidate the relationship between dynamical stability/instability and sensitivity to perturbations such as noise and modulations applied to the stimulus
3) To elucidate the relationship between dynamical stability/instability, both with and without
ongoing noise, and the statistical features of the firing pattern such as the firing irregularity and
the cross-fiber desynchronization
4) To compare the firing irregularity and cross-fiber desynchronization produced by dynamical
instability, both with and without noise, to that measured in auditory nerve fibers when stimulated at high rates.
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Chapter 2: Realistically irregular and desynchronized neural firing without
physiological noise
Abstract
The irregularity apparent in the discharge patterns of electrically
stimulated auditory-nerve fibers is thought to arise from the random opening and closing of voltage-gated sodium channels. We
demonstrate, however, that the nonlinear dynamics of neural
excitation and refractoriness embodied in the deterministic
Fitzhugh-Nagumo (FN) model produce realistic firing irregularity
and desynchronization at high stimulus rates, even in the complete
absence of ongoing physiological noise. These modeling results
imply that ongoing noise is neither necessary nor sufficient for
reproducing the main statistical features of the irregular and desynchronized auditory-nerve responses seen at high stimulus rates.
Indeed, ongoing noise actually regularizes the responses in many
cases, reducing the irregularity below what is observed in the
absence of noise. We conjecture that these same conclusions,
demonstrated in the simple FN model, apply also to the electri-

cally stimulated auditory nerve, where they have important implications for the dynamic range and modulation sensitivity in cochlear

implants.
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Introduction
The degree of irregularity observed in discharge patterns of electrically stimulated auditorynerve fibers depends on the stimulation rate [1-3]. Moxon [1], for example, showed that when
a fiber is stimulated at the relatively low rate of 300 pulses per second it responds nearly identically to every stimulus pulse. But when the stimulation rate is increased to 480 pulses per
second, the fiber fires after "every second, third, or more stimulus pulse[s] in irregular

sequences" (p. 29). The prevailing view is that this firing irregularity is a manifestation of
ongoing physiological noise [4-14]. The dominant noise source is thought to be the thermally
driven random opening and closing of voltage-gated ion channels in the nerve membrane
[15-17], especially the sodium channels [5,18]. We note, however, that although ongoing
physiological noise of thermal or other origin might explain firing irregularity at high stimulus
rates, it cannot account for its absence at low rates. Additional mechanisms must be operating
in the nerve fiber to account for the different effects of noise at the two stimulus rates.
In this paper we demonstrate with a mathematical model of neural excitation and refractoriness
that the stability to perturbations such as noise depends upon the stimulation rate. At high
stimulus rates a dynamical instability arises that produces firing irregularity and desynchronization even in the absence of ongoing physiological noise. In addition, ongoing physiological
noise often reduces the firing irregularity. Our results run counter to the prevailing view that
this ongoing noise strictly enhances the irregularity of the firing.
The specific model that we use is the Fitzhugh-Nagumo

(FN) model [19-21].

This simple

model approximates the time course of excitation and refractoriness predicted by more complex
biophysical models such as the those of the Hodgkin-Huxley class [22-24]. The FN model has
been used in many contexts, including applications involving electrical stimulation of the
auditory nerve [25]. Most significantly for this paper, previous investigators have shown that
the FN model captures the main features of stimulus rate and level dependence of the firing
irregularity observed in the squid axons [26-32]. We show in Figure 1 that the deterministic
FN model driven by a uniform 5 kHz pulse train also produces an irregular spiking pattern
reminiscent of the response of an auditory-nerve fiber. This irregularly apparent in the
response of the FN model, even in the absence of any explicit stochastic forcing, suggests that
the response is dynamically unstable [33-35].

Central to our analysis is the computation of the Lyapunov exponent [36-39]. The Lyapunov
exponent A quantifies the growth rate of the response to small perturbations applied to a system

[40-41]. A positive exponent ( > 0) implies that the response to small perturbations grows
with time, and hence that the system is dynamically unstable. This dynamical instability pro-

duces irregular or chaotic behavior in periodically driven dissipative systems, of which the
driven FN model is an example [35]. The Lyapunov exponent of the FN response shown in
Figure 1 is positive ( - 2.1 ms- l ).
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pulsatile and sinusoidal input.3 These values are also similar to those originally used by
Fitzhugh [20,23] and in subsequent investigations of the response of the FN model to sustained,
fluctuating input [28-32,43].4
For comparison with auditory nerve data, time t in the FN
-0.205
ms / 3.66 0.056 ms, where td is the action
model was scaled by a factor y t td
potential downstroke time in the original dimensionless units of Fitzhugh [20] and d is a typical action potential downstroke time of an auditory nerve fiber [1]. For most of the simulations
performed in this paper, the interpulse interval is T y T = 0.2 ms, which closely matches
[7,10] the interpulse time used in the physiological experiments of Litvak et al. and the computational simulations of Rubinstein et al. [5]. 5

The variational equations
We demonstrate the presence of a dynamical instability in the FN model by computing the
model's Lyapunov exponent, a number that measures the rate of growth of the response to small
perturbations applied to a fiducial response [37-39]. When the Lyapunov exponent is positive,
the perturbed response grows with time and the system is dynamically unstable or chaotic [41].
The time evolution of small perturbations is governed by the variational equations, which can
be derived from (1) and (2). The Lyapunov exponent can be obtained by solving the variational

equations, which describe how an infinitesimally perturbed response evolves under the system
dynamics [41,45].

To derive the variational equations, first consider a vector Xo = {xO,yo} with its tail at the
origin of a two-dimensional plane and its head at the coordinates (x0 , Yo). This vector X0
represents the initial condition of the solution to the FN equations. The solution of the FN
equations (1) and (2), starting from this initial condition, is represented by the trajectory traced
out by the head of the time dependent vector X(t) = {x(t), y(t)j, where, initially, at t = 0,
X(O)= Xo ={xo, yo)}. Such a trajectory X(t), starting at an initial condition of
Xo = 1-0.52, -0.62} is shown in the left panel of Figure 2. Now consider an infinitesimal
perturbation R = {(R, Ry} applied to a point on the trajectory X(t). The perturbed condition is
then described by the vector + R = {x+ Rx, y + Ry}. The variational equations describe the
time evolution of the components of the perturbation vector R = {R, Ry. If we define the
right hand side of (1) and (2) respectively as F and F2 , then the equations governing the
evolution of 1Rare
1'

(

R'(t)

aF(x,I)

Rx(t

)

+ aF(x,y

OF2(x,Y)
=
Rx(t)
R(t)

=

Rv(t

F(x,v
)

)

}
(6)

Evaluating
the
partial
derivatives yields differential equations explicitly in terms of the vari-

Evaluating the partial derivatives yields differential equations explicitly in terms of the variables and parameters of the FN system
( R'(t)

( c( ( - x(t)2) RX(t) - Ry(t)) )
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These differential equations are linear but contain, in the case of the first term of the R,'(t)
equation, a time-dependent coefficient. This coefficient is coupled to the evolution of the
excitation variable x(t), which is in turn governed by the nonlinear differential equations (1)
and (2). Because of this time-dependent coefficient, these equations have no readily obtainable
closed form solutions [46] and must be solved numerically, as is the case with the main FN
equations. In our simulations the combined system consisting both of the main FN equations
(1) and (2) as well as the variational equations summarized by the vector equation (9) were

solved simultaneously, using the algorithms described in Computational Methods. The time
evolution of the magnitude of the perturbation vector IR(t)is shown in the right column of
Figure 2 for the same conditions that produced the phase trajectories shown in the left column.
The magnitude of the perturbation vector IR(t)Iis in log units of its initial length IR(0)and
time has been converted into milliseconds using the conversion factor described above. The
approximately linear growth of the logarithm of IR(t)/ IR(0)I
apparent in this plot, supports the
notion that R(t)I changes exponentially on average.
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The Lyapunov exponent
The Lyapunov exponent6 characterizes the rate of growth of the perturbation vector, whose
evolution is governed by the variational equations derived above [41,47]. Mathematically, the
exponent is
A= lim - In
-too

t

I(.)

,

(8)

where 1i =
x2 + 2 . We estimate the Lyapunov exponent by solving the central and
variational equations over a long but finite time interval [tmin,tmax]and computing:
A

(9)

In
tmax - tmin

jR(tmin)[
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The values of tin and tax are chosen large enough to yield a robust estimate of the exponent
while avoiding transients associated with stimulus onset. Using the above definition (9), the
Lyapunov exponent for the conditions of Figure 2 is = 1.76 ms - 1. The convergence properties of estimates of the Lyapunov exponent are discussed in section 1 of the Supplemental
Materials.
Including effects of noise
Some of our studies required simulating the effects of ongoing physiological noise (e.g., the
voltage noise generated by the random opening and closing of sodium channels [17]). In these
simulations we added a stochastic term :(t) to the differential equation for the excitation variable, x(t). For simplicity, we ignored any stochastic influences on the refractory variable, y(t).
The noise term modifies the evolution of the perturbation through the dependence of the variational equation on x(t). The rms noise amplitude was adjusted so that the model reproduced the
typical auditory-nerve relative spread of 0.067 [9], as described in the section 2 of the Supplemental Materials.
Computational methods
Deterministic FN equations (1) and (2) along with the associated variational equations, summarized by the vector equation (7), were solved using the NDSolve algorithm of Mathematica 5
[48]. This algorithm dynamically adjusts the step size to produce a preset local precision and
accuracy. A local precision goal of 8 digits was used, unless the solution closely approached
zero, in which case a less strict accuracy goal of

8 digits was used.

The stochastic FN equations along with the associated variational equations summarized by (7)
were simultaneously solved using the fixed step size stochastic Euler method [43] implemented
in compiled Mathematica 5 code with standard machine precision of approximately 16 decimal
digits. The step size for most of the simulations was chosen to be At = 0.014, which is approxi-

mately 1 % of the spike upstroke time.
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Results
High-rate dynamical instability in the FN model
The surface plot shown in Figure 3 summarizes the dependence of the primary Lyapunov
exponent ;teA, T) of the FN model on the amplitude A and interpulse time T of the driving
pulse train. The stimulus parameters A and T are chosen to sample a substantial portion of the
levels and interpulse times investigated in physiological experiments. Specifically, the stimulus level A ranges from Ae / 2 to 2 Ae, where Ae is the minimum amplitude of an isolated pulse
necessary to produce an action potential, and the interpulse time T ranges from 0.5 td to 10 td,
where td is the nominal refractory time defined to be identically equal to the action potential
downstroke time. This range of interpulse times corresponds to stimulation rates between
about 500 Hz to just under 10 kHz.

o
A (ms-1)

-5

AjAe

Tj~

Figure

3. A surface plot showing the dependence

The stimulus amplitude

A ranges from 0.5

Ao

of the Lyapunov

to 2 Ao. where

Ao

exponent ,\ on the amplitude

A and interpulse

is the threshold to an isolated pulse.

time T of a unifonn pulse train.

The interpulse

time T ranges from 0.5 td to

10 td. where td is the nominal refractory defined to be equal to the action potential down stroke time. The pulse trains used in estimating
100 pulses in duration; an initial segment consisting

of 50 pulses was discarded

,\ were

to minimize the influence of transients.

Figure 3 illustrates that ;teA, T) exhibits prominent oscillations as a function of both A and T.
Specifically, for stimulus levels below Ae, ;t exhibits smooth oscillations that grow in amplitude as T decreases toward td. When the stimulus is above Ae and when the interpulse time is
long, oscillations as a function of T are shifted in phase relative to the low level oscillations,
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but otherwise look similar to the lower level oscillations. However, when T is reduced below
roughly T 3.5 td, sharp peaks occur in A that appear to be superimposed upon the smoother
oscillation pattern that is apparent at low stimulus rates. Notably, a subset of these sharp peaks
in A exceed zero, implying dynamical instability. Section 1 of the Supplemental Material
demonstrates that this finding of instability is robust to errors produced by finite computation
precision.
Dynamical instability produces irregular firing that can be regularized by noise
In order to study the relationship between the Lyapunov exponent A, the firing rate R, and the
standard deviation of the firing rate oR, as well as the effects of noise, we fix the interpulse
time to T = 3.58 = 0.2 ms, which is at or very near that used in recent studies [5,7,10-12] of the
electrically stimulated auditory nerve, and vary the stimulus level in small increments. Figure 4
shows this level dependence of A, R, and oCR,from top to bottom, respectively. The deterministic results from the adaptive NDSolve algorithm are shown in the left column, while the stochastic results from the Euler method are shown in the right column in gray. For these stochastic
simulations, the noise level was chosen so that it produced a relative spread of RS 0.067,
which is approximately equal to the median of the RS values measured in mammalian auditorynerve fibers [9] . The results from the Euler method with zero noise are also shown in the right
column (black points).
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For the deterministic simulations, the Lyapunov exponent estimate ;teA) exhibits prominent
oscillations as a function of the stimulus level A, with ;teA) exceeding zero for a significant
fraction of the stimulus levels between about A / Ao ~ 1.1 and A / Ao ~ 1.45. This finding of
;t > 0 for these stimulus conditions is highly significant, as indicated by the vertical error bars,
superimposed on each plot symbol, that represent the standard deviation of estimates formed
from five sequential analysis windows. Interspersed among these ;t > 0 conditions are conditions which are significantly below zero, most prominent being the broad but shallow dip near
A ~ 1.2. At somewhat higher levels, 1.25 ~ A / Ao ~ 1.45, additional dips occur, but they are
narrower and often deeper than the dip near A / Ao ~ 1.2.
For these deterministic results, segments of R(A) in which the rate is changing with level corresponds closely to positive segments of ;teA) and the plateaus in R(A) coincide with negative
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segments of A(A). When A is less than zero, and as the stimulus level is increased, the rate

remains constant until A approaches or exceeds zero, at which point R suddenly decreases and
then subsequently begins to increase. The most prominent example of this behavior is the dip in
A(A) at A/Ao

- 1.2, the corresponding plateau in R(A), and subsequent sudden drop in the rate

as the stimulus level increases beyond this plateau region of R(A).
Likewise, segments in which the standard deviation of the firing rate -R, shown in the third
row, is large coincide with positive segments of A(A) and with segments in which R(A) is
changing with level. When A(A) is negative and R(A) is constant, o'R(A) is also constant, with
a value at or near zero. The constant non-zero values are likely due to beating of the periodic
firing pattern with the analysis bin duration. (Note that if the spike count is zero for every
analysis bin, we define

(R

to be zero.)

The smoothing influence of noise is apparent when one compares the stochastic results (gray,
right column) to the corresponding deterministic results (black, both columns). For example, in
the presence of noise the peaks and dips in
between A/Ao- 1.1 and AI/Ao- 1.45 are
smoothed out, leaving a only a single broad peak that lacks fine-structure. The peak stochastic
estimate of A, though reduced relative to the deterministic result, is nevertheless significantly
greater than zero, as indicated by the vertical error bars superimposed on each plot symbol.
While the peak values of A are lowered by noise, the value of the exponent near A/Ao - 1.2,
corresponding to the broad dip in A in the absence of noise, is actually significantly increased
by noise, with these stochastic estimates being nearly indistinguishable from zero. The narrower dips occurring at higher levels are likewise smoothed by noise, with the result that these
A < 0 conditions are converted to

> 0 conditions by noise. This phenomenon in which noise

raises the Lyapunov exponent above zero has been observed previously in nonlinear maps
[49-53]. The abrupt drop off in R(A) occurring immediately after the plateau is likewise
smoothed by noise. Another prominent effect of noise is the smoothing of the abrupt transition
from zero firing (R = 0) to nonzero firing (R > 0), with the threshold for sustained firing being
lowered by the noise from a noise free value of roughly A/Ao - 1.15 to a value close to the
isolated pulse threshold A / A = 1.
The tendency of noise to smooth or minimize rapid fluctuations by lowering sharp peaks and
raising sharp valleys is also evident when the noise-free prediction of oR(A) is compared to the
stochastic prediction of oR(A). In particular, noise raises R(A) significantly above zero near
A /Ao 1 and A /Ao 1.2, while in the absence of noise CR is essentially zero for these conditions. Likewise, the noise markedly reduces the amplitude of the prominent peak in R(A) that
is apparent in the deterministic simulations near A/Ao- 1.13. This general phenomenon in
which noise suppresses the irregularity of deterministically chaotic systems has been observed
previously in nonlinear maps and is referred to as "noise induced order [51-53]." The effect of
noise is less pronounced on the smaller peaks in o-R(A) that occur at levels above A/Ao 1.2.
Lastly, while noise significantly boosts R at low levels, where it causes the firing rate to be
non-zero as opposed to zero, noise only modestly increases the stimulus level at which the
firing becomes regular at stimulus levels near A /Ao - 1.45.
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Comparison with auditory-nerve data
Dynamical instability produces realistic spike count variance

Litvak et al. [7] quantified the dependence of the firing irregularity on the discharge rate of
auditory-nerve fibers when stimulated by uniform 4.8 kHz electric pulse trains. The measure of
irregularity used in that study is the normalized spike count variance or Fano factor [42]. The
Fano factor is calculated by counting the number of spikes Nk within k bins of duration TCand
dividing the variance of these counts by the mean count
FF

Var[Nk]/Mean[Nk].

(10)

The bin duration Tc used by Litvak et al. [7] was between 10 and 115 ms. Litvak et al. compare

their measurements to the predictions of the dead-time modified Poisson process with a dead
time of 0.2 ms. A dead-time modified Poisson process, with a dead time of 0.7-1 ms [54],
approximates the Fano factor associated with the spontaneous discharge patterns of healthy
auditory-nerve fibers for counting times shorter than about 115ms [55].
The Fano factor plotted as a function of discharge rate for the 26 fibers investigated by Litvak
et al. [7] is shown first row of Figure 5 with a logarithmic ordinate; the same data plotted with a
linear ordinate is shown in the second row. The corresponding predictions of the deterministic
and stochastic FN models, respectively, are shown in the middle and right columns. The gray
region indicates the region bounded by the 1 % and 99 % confidence intervals of the dead time
modified Poisson process. The prediction of the deadtime modified Poisson process was scaled
to account for the shorter deadtime of the FN model. For the FN model, estimates of the
Lyapunov exponents are plotted, as a function of the discharge rate, in the third row. Estimates
of the Lyapunov exponent are not presently available for auditory-nerve fibers.
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Like the data recorded by Litvak et al., most Fano factors from the deterministic FN simulations (black points, left column) fall within the 99% confidence intervals of a dead-time modified Poisson process when the discharge rate is low. At intermediate discharge rates, both the
auditory-nerve data and the deterministic FN exhibit a tendency to either fall greatly above or
significantly below the prediction of the modified Poisson process. Noise nearly abolishes the
tendency for the Fano factor to fall outside the modified Poisson confidence interval. Thus, as
noted before, for some conditions noise actually reduces the irregularity rather then increasing
it. Another implication is that in the FN model, "realistic" noise levels, producing a physiologically typical relative spread, produce a less realistic range of irregularity. Had a lower noise
level been used, agreement between the data and the stochastic FN model would have been
better. This suggests that the the FN model is significantly more stable than auditory fibers at
low stimulation rates.
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Dynamical instability produces realistic cross-fiber desynchronization

Litvak et al. recorded the discharge patterns of pairs of fibers when stimulated by a common
5 kHz electrical pulse train and found the two discharge patterns to be mutually desynchronized. The discharge patterns of pairs of healthy auditory-nerve fibers in response to silence
and to tones are similarly desynchronized [56-57].

In these experiments the degree of cross-fiber synchronization was quantified by the spike train
cross-correlation histogram. Random fluctuation of this histogram about zero indicates desynchronization, and the statistical significance of these fluctuations is determined by comparison
with the corresponding renewal process. A single realization of this renewal process is generated by randomly shuffling the intervals in the two spike trains and computing the cross correlation histogram from these shuffled spike trains. If the random fluctuations about zero are
statistically indistinguishable from those produced by this renewal process, then the spike trains
are considered to be mutually desynchronized.

The spike train cross-correlation histogram is computed by forming a sequence of binary values
I{/n} for each of the spike trains, where

n, = 0

if no spike occurs during the nth stimulus period

and where /n = 1 otherwise. Superscripts a and b are used to distinguish the two binary
} associated with each of the two spike trains. The resulting crosssequences {in} and {/3n
' is then defined in terms of these binary sequences as
correlation histogram Hk,b
Np-IkI-I
Np

Hkab

=

E Weanbfk-

Np
£

n=O

Pn

8

Np
( )

fIn

n=O

n=O

where Np is the number of stimulus pulses.
A cross-correlation

histogram from the data set of Litvak et al. [10] is shown in the first row of

the left column of Figure 6, and the results from the deterministic and stochastic FN models are
shown in the middle and right columns, respectively. The 1% and 99% quantiles of the corresponding renewal process are indicated by the gray points. The distribution of the amplitudes
taken on by the cross-correlation histograms are plotted in the second row along with the ampli-

tudes taken on by 100 realizations of the corresponding renewal process (gray points). The
spike

discharge

rates

for

the

two

auditory-nerve

fibers

were

18.63 spikes/sec

and

83.55 spikes / sec, and the stimulus level of the FN model was adjusted to approximately match
these rates for the two conditions.
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The results in Figure 6 demonstrate that like the data from the electrically stimulated auditory
nerve the results from the FN model are statistically similar to the corresponding renewal
process, hence are consistent with mutual desynchronization. We note that this desynchronization occurs even in the complete absence of noise.

Discussion
Implications for the interpretation of the auditory-nerve response to high stimulus rates
Standard accounts of auditory-nerve fiber responses to high-rate pulses attribute the observed
firing irregularity and cross-fiber desynchronization to the effects of channel noise [5] and/or
fiber-to-fiber differences in refractoriness, sensitivity, and other properties [7]. These explanations, however, are necessarily incomplete since they do not specify why noise and cross-fiber
differences have different effects at different stimulation rates. An additional mechanism must
be operating to account for the different effects of noise and cross-fiber differences at different
stimulus rates.
Our analysis of the simple FN model of neural excitation and refractoriness has identified a
mechanism that can account for stimulus-rate dependent changes in the irregularity and desynchronization. Specifically, we demonstrate that the dynamical stability of the neural response
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depends upon stimulus rate. At high stimulus rates, but not at low, the fiber's deterministic
nonlinear dynamics create an instability that produces extreme sensitivity to initial conditions
and to small perturbations. The rate dependence of this instability provides a natural explanation of the rate-dependent changes observed experimentally.
Somewhat surprisingly, we find that dynamical instability can account for the main statistical
features of the firing irregularity and cross-fiber desynchronization observed experimentally
[7,10]. This agreement occurs even in the complete absence of both ongoing physiological
noise and measurable cross-fiber differences in neural refractoriness or sensitivity. Indeed,
ongoing physiological noise of only moderate intensity substantially reduces the firing irregularity and eliminates the non-Poisson-like statistics of the response. This regularization reflects
the noise-induced averaging of the Lyapunov exponents associated with nearby trajectories in
the phase plane, which in turn smooths the level dependence of the Lyapunov estimate, lowering its peaks and raising its valleys (Figure 4). To our knowledge, this regularizing role of
physiological noise in auditory-nerve or other neural responses has not previously been recognized. Finally, dynamical instability also accounts for the observation, in both models [5] and
experiments [7], that neural responses to high-rate pulses remain synchronized to the stimulus
for the first few spikes, but desynchronize after about 5 ms. We show in the Supplemental
Material (Section 3, Figure 7, top row) that the time to desynchronize corresponds to roughly
10 times the Lyapunov time, 1/A. In our simulations, memoryless noise of the kind usually
invoked to account for desynchronization [5,11] substantially shortens the initial period of
synchronized firing.
Although the deterministic FN model accounts for the main features of the firing irregularity of
electrically stimulated auditory nerve fibers at 5 kHz, we have shown (Figure 3) it does not
predict the transition to irregular firing exhibited by auditory-nerve fibers for stimulation rates
near 500Hz [1-3], except perhaps when the stimulus is exceedingly close to threshold. We
have further demonstrated that the stochastic FN model cannot simultaneously account for the
irregularity observed in auditory nerve fibers at very low stimulus rates (-10 Hz) and the nonPoisson-like statistics observed at 5 kHz. We speculate that slow dynamical mechanisms such
as adaptation [23], absent in the FN model, may account for these effects by producing dynamical instability at intermediate stimulus rates and by limiting noise suppression (i.e., decreasing
the stability) at low stimulus rates. We further note that these slow mechanisms might also
account for the lower maximum firing rate of the auditory nerve fibers compared with FN
model (Figure 5) and account for slow changes in the mean firing rate that occur after stimulus
onset [7,10].
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Dynamical instability reconciles broad excitation with cross-fiber independence
in healthy fibers
Our simulations demonstrate that when there is dynamical instability a population of similar
but not identical fibers can respond in a statistically independent way even though the fibers are
driven by a common stimulus. This fact suggests a novel resolution to the paradox identified
by Kiang [57] that the events on the cochlear partition are spatially broad, presumably driving
many fibers simultaneously, yet the discharge patterns recorded from nearby pairs of fibers are
nevertheless statistically independent [56]. One possible resolution suggested by Johnson and
Kiang [56] is that these broadly localized peripheral events "might only modulate the activity
of a very localized but noisy excitatory process, and it is this excitatory process that triggers the
spike discharges" (p. 730). Our work shows that this paradox can be resolved without invoking
noise if one assumes that the excitatory processes are sufficiently rapid to produce dynamic
instability. The extraordinary sensitivity of the fibers to faint sounds [58], as well as the presence of measurable correlations between sequential intervals in the spontaneous discharge
pattern [59] further support the notion that the excitatory process may be low noise. Definitively determining which hypothesis is correct may require estimating the Lyapunov exponent
of the spike generating mechanism in healthy auditory-nerve fibers.
Implications for dynamic range and modulation sensitivity in auditory prostheses
Although the Lyapunov exponent strictly quantifies only the system's sensitivity to infinitesimal perturbations about a fiducial response, the results of Figure 4 show that it also determines
the sensitivity to finite increments in the stimulus level. When the exponent is large and nega-

tive the response is insensitive to small but finite increases in the stimulus level. But when the
exponent is positive or near zero, changes in the stimulus level produce changes in the firing
rate. The value of the Lyapunov exponent and its variation with stimulus level therefore play
major roles in determining the dynamic range of the neural response.
We conjecture that the value of X determines the sensitivity not only to small pulsatile perturbations, but also to modulations of arbitrary shape, provided that the modulations are relatively
small in amplitude and slow compared to the Lyapunov time, 1 /A. For example, model simulations show that the Lyapunov exponent determines the threshold to sinusoidal amplitude modulations (O'Gorman, Shera, and White, unpublished observations). Since sensitivity to sinusoidal amplitude modulation correlates strongly with speech perception in both cochlear implantees [60] as well as in patients with brain stem implants [61], the mechanisms that determine the

Lyapunov exponent may be critical for speech perception using auditory prostheses. We speculate, for example, that dynamical instabilities of the sort described here might determine the
critical parameters of temporal processing that are thought to underlie speech perception in
cochlear implant patients [62]. These parameters include the minimum carrier rate (-200 Hz)
needed to convey slow amplitude modulations and the maximum perceivable modulation
frequency (-50 Hz). In this view, the minimum carrier rate would be the lowest stimulation
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rate that produces dynamical instability in auditory-nerve fibers, and the maximum perceivable
modulation rate would be on the order of the resulting value of A. The viability of these hypotheses rests primarily on whether slow dynamical mechanisms [23] reduce the stimulation rate
required for instability. The transition from regular to irregular firing at 480 Hz observed by
Moxon [1], occurring as it does at a high stimulus level (twice threshold), suggests the possibility that instability may occur closer to 200 Hz at lower levels.
In summary, our results suggest that understanding the factors that determine the neural
dynamic range and modulation sensitivity attainable using auditory prostheses requires understanding how the intrinsic properties of the nerve fiber interact with the stimulus to determine
the dynamical stability of the response (i.e., the value of the Lyapunov exponent).

Notes
IAs discussed in detail in [20], these constraints assure that there is a unique resting condition and that
there are no spontaneous oscillations (stable limit cycles).
of depolarizing 6-pulses were chosen for the sake of simplicity, although the experiments of
Litvak et al. use narrow but finite width biphasic pulses to excite the auditory-nerve fibers. These
biphasic waveforms consist of a depolarizing phase followed closely by a hyperpolarizing phase. It is
very likely that the same mechanism that produces a positive Lyapunov exponent in response to monophasic pulses operates for biphasic pulses as well, and work is in progress to test this hypothesis.

2 Trains

3

The form of the the FN equations (1) and (2) differs from that used by some other investigators such as

Kaplan et al. [31] and Rabinovitch et al. [29], but agrees with that originally used by Fitzhugh [20], apart
from the sign convention for excitation variable x. In our form, a depolarization corresponds to a positive
change in the excitation variable, in keeping with modern sign conventions.

The form we use can be

converted to the any of these other forms of the FN model by applying the appropriate affine transformations to x, y, and t. Because Kaplan et al. [31] use a different form of the FN equations, their parameter
values needed to be transformed to obtain the corresponding parameter values for the form of the FN
equation we used. The approximate equal signs indicate that these transformations of the exact parameter
values used by Kaplan et al. [31] were carried out to 16 digits of machine precision.
4 We emphasize that the approximations embodied by the FN model are not quantitatively exact representations of the dynamics of excitation and refractoriness at the site of spike generation of individual auditorynerve fibers; yet, neither are the existing models of the Hodgkin-Huxley type such as the Schwarz-Eikhof
model [44], since the parameters of such models have not been adjusted to fit voltage-clamp data from
individual auditory-nerve fibers. Even if these more complex models were employed in our study, they
would not necessarily provide more insight into the relationship between dynamics and firing statistics in
the electrically stimulated auditory nerve and, indeed, they might provide less due to their greater complexity.
5

The value of td was used as a characterization

of the time scale rather than the full width of the action

potential because it is less dependent upon stimulus level. Nevertheless, except for pulse levels that are
very near threshold, the duration of the action potential in the FN model is approximately - td. Moxon
(1967) observed that of the duration of an auditory nerve fiber's action potential is approximately equal to
the fibers refractory time t,.

The duration of the FN action potential is also approximately equal to the

FN refractory time and has a value of tr = x

x

td

0.27 ms, which is within 7 % of one standard
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deviation about the mean value reported by Miller et al. (2001) in their study of the refractory properties
of 20 cat auditory nerve fibers.
6

For the driven FN model, the phase space is, strictly speaking, three dimensional, and thus there are three

Lyapunov exponents, one for each dimension of the phase space. The evolution in this third dimension is
given trivially by the equation t'(t) = 1 [34]. Along this time axis there is neither contraction nor stretching, and hence one of the three exponents is identically zero always. Because any initial condition
approaches the attractor at late times, as our simulations suggest (Bottom Row of Supplemental Figures 2
and 3), the system is dissipative, which means, for example, that a small rectangle of initial conditions
will shrink on average under the influence of the flow [45]. The long term rate of change in area of this
initially rectangular collection of states is directly proportional to the sum of the Lyapunov exponents
[41,45], and, because this area is contracting, the sum of the exponents must be less than zero, thus when
one of the two non-zero exponents is positive the other must be negative. Furthermore, an arbitrary
perturbation, under the influence of the flow, will seek out the direction of either growth or of slowest
contraction [47], thus, the exponent determined by solving the variational equations corresponds to the
positive exponent, if there is one, or to the negative exponent which is closest to zero. This exponent we

refer to as "the Lyapunov exponent."
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Chapter 3: Dynamical instability in neurons
produces modulation sensitivity
Abstract
Electrically stimulated auditory-nerve fibers are sensitive to amplitude modulations smaller than 0.5%. Physiological noise originating from the random behavior of voltage-gated sodium channels is
thought to produce this sensitivity via the mechanism of
"stochastic resonance." We demonstrate, however, that the nonlinear dynamics of neural excitation and refractoriness embodied in
the deterministic Fitzhugh-Nagumo (FN) model produces realistic
sensitivity to modulations in the complete absence of ongoing
physiological noise, and thus sensitivity to small modulations does
not necessarily imply that "stochastic resonance" is occurring.

Introduction
Electrically stimulated auditory-nerve fibers are extremely sensitive to amplitude modulations
applied to a carrier pulse train [1-3]. Specifically, modulations in the amplitude of a rapid pulse
train of less than 0.5% produces synchronization indices as large as 0.5 [2]. In psychophysical
experiments, cochlear implantees, similarly, can be sensitive to amplitude modulations amplitudes as small as 0.5 % [4-5]. The neural sensitivity to modulations has been attributed to
"stochastic resonance" produced by the random behavior of voltage-gated sodium channels
[1-3,6-7]. "Stochastic resonance" refers to capacity of additive noise to raise the instantaneous
amplitude of a signal, thereby allowing a threshold detector to encode a deterministically subthreshold signal [8]. This additive noise also allows the temporal structure of the deterministic
signal to modulate the threshold crossing probability. We note that a threshold detector exhibiting "stochastic resonance" is not necessarily highly sensitive, even though it is more sensitive
than it would be without noise.
In a previous paper, we demonstrated using a mathematical model that dynamical instability
produces realistically irregular and desynchronized firing without physiological noise [9]. In
this current paper we demonstrate that dynamical instability produces sensitivity to ongoing
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modulations that is at least as great as that observed in electrically stimulated auditory fibers.
As in [9], the specific model we use is the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model [10-11], which approximates the dynamics of excitation and refractoriness of biophysical models such as those of the
Hodgkin-Huxley class [12-14].
We note that our comparison of the FN model predictions to auditory nerve data is done in an
attempt to determine what the physiological mechanism of dynamical instability might account
for in principle. We in no way claim that the simple FN model is an accurate quantitative
model of the dynamical mechanisms of spike generation in auditory nerve fibers, although it
does predict the main firing characteristics of squid giant axons when stimulated with electrical
pulses [15-21]. Our approach, however, is justified given the lack of detailed experimental
measurements of the voltage-dependent dynamics of spike generation in auditory nerve fibers.
We quantify dynamical stability by computing the Lyapunov exponent. The Lyapunov exponent is a number that quantifies the growth rate of the response to small perturbations applied to
the system's unperturbed response [22-25]. When the exponent is positive, the response to
small perturbations grows with time, indicating that the system is dynamically unstable or
chaotic [26-28].

Materials and Methods
The Fitzhugh-Nagumo

model

The Fitzhugh-Nagumo model consists of two coupled ordinary differential equations that
determine the time evolution of neural excitation x(t) and refractoriness y(t).
x'(t) = C(X(t)- 3

y'(t) =

C

(t)3 - y(t) + Z(Ac
k=l

(x(t) +a - b y(t)),

+ Am

(t-k

T),

(1)

(2)

where l
I-2b/3<a<

1,

(3)

O<b< 1,

(4)

b <c2 .

(5)

The second term of (1), NpI(Ac + Amk) 6(t - k T), represents the pulse train used to excite the
nerve fiber. This simplified stimulus consists of a train of idealized Dirac delta functions
uniformly spaced in time with a separation of T. The amplitude of each pulse is determined by
the value of the constant-amplitude carrier Ac and the value of the modulator A mk which may
depend upon the pulse index k. Two modulators are used in the this study, a uniform modulation Amk = Am and a sinusoidal modulation Amk = Am sin(2 orf T k), where Am is the modula-
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tion amplitude and f is the modulation frequency. The pulse rate 1/T and modulation frequency f were set to 5 kHz and 417 Hz, respectively, to match stimuli used in the physiological study of Litvak et al. [2]. To adjust the model to the time-scale of the auditory nerve, time t
was scaled by a factor y ?d td = 0.205 ms/3.66 = 0.056 ms, where td is the action potential
downstroke time in the original dimensionless units of Fitzhugh [11] and td is a typical action
potential downstroke time of an auditory-nerve fiber [29]. The values of the system parameters
are a 0.753617, b 0.745338, and c - 3.28076, which match those previously used by
Kaplan et al. [20].

The variational equations
We quantify the dynamic instability of the FN model by computing the Lyapunov exponent,
which is a number that characterizes the rate of growth of small perturbations applied to a
fiducial response [23-24,28]. When the Lyapunov exponent is positive the system is dynamically unstable or chaotic [27]. The time evolution of small perturbations is governed by the
variational equations, which can be derived from (1) and (2). The Lyapunov exponent is then
determined by solving these equations [27,30].
As described in detail in [9], the variational equations describe the evolution of the perturbation
vector R = {R, RyJ whose components are determined by the differential equation
R'(

=(t)

= R'(t) (R(t)

-bR (t))

)

(6)

Although (6) is linear, the time-dependent coefficient c( - x(t)2 ) implies that no closed form
solution exists [31]. Thus, the variational equations summarized by (6) must be solved numerically along with equations (1) and (2).
The Lyapunov exponent
The Lyapunov exponent is defined as
I

A= li

- In

where

RI-=

(t)

(7)

2 + Ry2 [25,27].

We estimate the Lyapunov exponent over a finite time interval [tmin, tmax]according to the
formula
A-

I

1

tma - tmin

In

IR(tmax)l

(8)

IR(tmin)

where the values of tmin and tmax are chosen large enough to yield a robust estimate of the
exponent while avoiding transients associated with stimulus onset. The convergence properties
of A are discussed in [9].
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Including effects of noise
As in [9], we approximate the influence of physiological noise by adding a stochastic term :(t)
to the differential equation specifying the time evolution of excitation x(t). The rms noise
amplitude is adjusted so that the model produces a relative spread of 0.03, which is within the
range of values (0.01-0.1) measured in auditory-nerve fibers [32-33].
Computational methods
The FN equations (1) and (2) along with the associated variational equations, summarized by
the vector equation (6), were solved using the NDSolve algorithm of Mathematica 5 [34]. This
adaptive algorithm assured that solutions were precise to -8 digits, unless they closely
approached zero, in which case a less strict accuracy criterion was used.
The FN equations with the additional stochastic term were solved along with the associated
variational equations (6) using the fixed step size stochastic Euler method [35]. This algorithm
was implemented in compiled Mathematica 5 code with standard machine precision (16 digits).
The step size was chosen to be At

0.014, which is approximately

1% of the spike upstroke

time.
Quantifying the neural response
We quantified the neural response to both uniform and sinusoidal modulation by the firing rate.
In addition, the response to sinusoidal modulations was further characterized by the synchrony
of the firing to the modulator. This synchrony was quantified by the synchronization index (SI)
[1-2,36-37]. The synchronization index is unity when spikes occur at the same phase of the
modulation cycle and is zero if they occur arbitrarily at any phase of the modulation cycle.
Mathematically, the synchronization index is defined in terms of the period histogram hk which
summarizes the occurrence times of the spikes modulo the modulation period 1/f [38]. In
terms of parameters that depend upon hk, the synchronization index is
SI = Vcr2 H+2
N

(9)

where

a= hkcos( K),

=Eh
sin ) '
k=l
and N is the number of spikes in the period histogram (Zk=l hk).

(10)

(
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Determining the modulation threshold
To determine the modulation threshold, we used the two-interval procedure employed by Litvak et al. [2] in their physiological study. In this method, contiguous pairs of modulated and
unmodulated stimuli are presented in alternating fashion. The modulation threshold is defined
as the modulation level that produces a response greater than that produced by the unmodulated
carrier for 75% of the segment pairs. We note that his method is also similar to that used in
estimating the modulation threshold psychophysically in implantees [4-5].

Results
Dynamical instability produces sensitivity to step increments
In this section we investigate the relationship between dynamical stability/instability, characterized by the Lyapunov exponent A, and the sensitivity to step increments.

Figure 1 shows the

Lyapunov exponent A (top panel) and the corresponding modulation rate threshold er (bottom
panel) to a uniform step increment. This figure demonstrates that the modulation threshold is
minimized when the Lyapunov exponent is positive or very close to zero. The tendency of a
positive Lyapunov exponent to minimize the modulation threshold is further illustrated in
Figure 2, in which the modulation threshold is plotted versus the Lyapunov exponent.
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determinedbasedon 8 segmentpairs.
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Sensitivity to step increments increases with duration when response is dynamically unstable
In the results of the previous section were computed for a fixed stimulus duration. Here we
investigate the effect of the stimulus duration on the modulation threshold estimate. The dependence of the modulation threshold on the duration of the stimulus is shown in Figure 3 for a
-0.2;
0.12; top panel) and a negative exponent condition (
positive exponent condition (
bottom panel) . For the > 0 condition, the threshold is lower and decreases with the stimulus
duration, and may be with a power-law relationship. We note that one possible qualitative
explanation for this decrease is that successively longer averaging times allows modulations
manifested in successively lower order digits to be amplified by the instability.

The A < 0

condition produces a much greater modulation threshold which is constant as the stimulus
duration is increased. We note that the modulation threshold of -8 dB corresponds to the
modulation level required to produce a positive exponent.
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Large sinusoidal modulations abolish dynamical instability
In previous sections we have considered only the response to step increments in the stimulus

amplitude. Here we study responses to sinusoidal amplitude modulations. The surface plot
(top panel) and corresponding density plot (bottom panel) of Figure 4 illustrate the dependence
of the Lyapunov exponent on the carrier amplitude Ac/Ao and the modulation amplitude
Am/Ao. The modulator is a 417 Hz sinusoid. Red dots in the density plot indicate dynamical
instability ( > 0). These plots demonstrate that there is a range of moderate modulation amplitudes (Am /IAo 0.3) for which near threshold carrier levels produce dynamic instability. Large
modulation depths and large carrier amplitudes produce dynamical stability ( < 0).
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Dynamical stability determines the sensitivity and dynamic range of the
response to amplitude modulations
Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the Lyapunov exponent and the firing pattern to a
sinusoidally modulated pulse train. Specifically, the Top panel shows the dependence of A on
the modulation amplitude Am/A, while the bottom panel shows a dot raster that indicates the
relationship between the firing pattern and the modulation amplitude. In this raster, a sequence
of points along the horizontal axis represents the time of occurrence of the spikes at a particular
modulation amplitude, indicated by the vertical axis. The modulation waveform is schematically illustrated in red at the bottom of the panel. This figure shows that when the Lyapunov
exponent is positive, typically at lower modulations amplitudes, the firing irregular but progressively more synchronous to the modulation waveform as the modulation amplitude increases.
In contrast, at the higher modulation amplitudes, when the Lyapunov exponent typically negative, the response is highly regular, with spikes occurring only during a very narrow range of
modulation phases.
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Figure 6 presents the results of simulations designed to further elucidate the relationship
between the Lyapunov exponent and the response to modulation, as well to investigate the
effects of physiological noise. The Top panel shows the level dependence of the Lyapunov
exponent produced by the unmodulated carrier, both deterministically (black) and in the presence of noise (RS = 0.033; red). Arrows indicate the carrier levels used for results presented in
the middle and bottom rows. The middle row shows the firing rate (left) and the synchronization index (right) as a function of the modulation amplitude for a carrier level that produces a
positive exponent in the absence of noise. The bottom panel shows the corresponding plots for
a carrier level that produces a negative exponent.
For the positive exponent condition both the firing rate and synchronization index increase
significantly for modulations of about 0.5%. Noise of moderate intensity significantly boosts
the firing rate and reduces the sensitivity of both the firing rate and synchronization index to
the modulator. For the negative exponent condition, the firing rate is constant for the full range
of modulation amplitudes, even in the presence of noise. The synchronization index remains
close to zero for this condition even for modulation amplitudes of 10%. Noise appears to
slightly increase the modulation sensitivity for this negative exponent condition at intermediate
modulation amplitudes.
We note that sensitivity to modulations of less than 0.5% apparent in the deterministic FN
model is comparable to that observed in the data of Litvak et al. (see figure 9 of [2]). Also, like
the data, the synchrony increases faster than the discharge rate at low modulation amplitudes.
The modulation amplitude at which saturation occurs is also comparable, although somewhat
lower for the deterministic FN model than for the auditory-nerve data.
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Figure 7 plots the dependence of the Lyapunov exponent on the carrier level (top), along with
the corresponding predictions for the rate (middle) and synchrony (bottom) modulation thresholds. Figure 8 plots the rate (top) and synchrony (bottom) modulation thresholds directly as a
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function of the Lyapunov exponent. These figures demonstrate that a dynamical instability
minimizes both the rate and synchrony threshold to sinusoidal amplitude modulation.
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Discussion
Summary of argument
In a previous paper [9], we noted that segments of the rate-level function for which the firing
rate changed with level corresponded to cases in which A > 0, while segments for which the
firing rate was insensitive to increases in level corresponded to A< 0. This suggested that the
sensitivity to step increments applied to an ongoing carrier would be similarly determined by
the value of the Lyapunov exponent, with dynamical instability producing sensitivity and
stability producing relative insensitivity. We further hypothesized that sensitivity to arbitrary
modulations would likewise be determined by the Lyapunov exponent associated with the
unmodulated carrier. In this paper we tested these hypotheses computationally.
Our simulations confirm that dynamical instability does indeed maximize the modulation
sensitivity of the firing rate to step increments applied to an ongoing carrier (Figure 2). We
further showed that the modulation threshold decreases with computation time (Figure 3).
Thus, dynamical instability provides a mechanism for detecting arbitrarily small increments.
Of course noise almost certainly limits the smallest increment that can practically be detected,
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even for very long computation times. Nevertheless, our work shows that dynamical instability
produces extreme sensitivity to step increments.
We further demonstrated that dynamical instability also minimizes both the rate and synchrony
thresholds to sinusoidal amplitude modulation (Figures 6-8). The sensitivity produced by
dynamical instability was such that modulations less than 0.5% produced statistically significant responses. This sensitivity is comparable to that exhibited by auditory-nerve fibers [2].
The modulation amplitude at which the synchrony and rate responses saturates is also comparable, although somewhat lower than the auditory data. This difference might be due to either
differences in the level dependence of the Lyapunov exponent or to noise or to a combination
of both factors. Also, as with the auditory-nerve data, the synchrony grows more rapidly than
the firing rate low levels.

Implications for the interpretation of the data of Litvak et al.
The encoding of small modulations of the carrier in the synchronized response has been attributed to the influence of noise [1-3,6]. In this view, noise plays an essential role in linearizing
the response, allowing the instantaneous firing rate to follow the modulation waveform. Models based on stochastic threshold crossing, which embody these assumptions, to our knowledge
have not been shown to account for the large sensitivity of the fibers. We have shown that
dynamic instability produces sensitivity that is at least as great as that recorded in auditory
fibers and that both the synchrony and the firing rate can encode a range of modulation amplitudes. Noise is not necessary to produce these effects.
Furthermore, we suspect that ongoing noise will smooth the dependence of the modulation
threshold on carrier level (Figure 1 and Figure 7), based on our prior demonstration of noisegenerated smoothing of the level dependence of the Lyapunov exponent [9]. If such smoothing
occurs, then noise will necessarily reduce the sensitivity of dynamically unstable firing, unlike
in "stochastic resonance." More extensive stochastic simulations than those presented in this
paper will needed to definitively test this hypothesis concerning the effects of noise.
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Dynamic instability may contribute to the sensitivity of healthy auditory-nerve
fibers
The ongoing spontaneous discharge patterns of auditory-nerve fibers are exceedingly sensitive
to faint sounds [38]. In addition, nerve fibers are also sensitive to small increments in the
ongoing sound level [39]. It seems reasonable to hypothesize that the sensitivity of healthy
fibers to these weak influences may reflect, in part, dynamic instability at the spike generation
site. We note that this hypothesis assumes that the input to spontaneously firing fibers is sufficiently rapid to produce dynamical instability. Recent recordings of excitatory post-synaptic
currents in postnatal rat cochlea suggest that vesicle release may at least as fast as 150 Hz [40].
We note that, near this rate, transitions from regular to irregular firing occur in electrically
stimulated fibers [29,41-42], possibly due to dynamical instability. Of course, a combination
of reduced dynamical stability and noise might also account for the irregularity at these rates,
even without instability.
Implications for dynamic range and modulation sensitivity in cochlear implants
Fu [4] has demonstrated that the sensitivity to sinusoidal modulations in cochlear implantees
correlates strongly with speech perception. Specifically, they measured sensitivity of implantees to a 100 Hz amplitude modulation applied to a 1000 Hz carrier. In addition, they measured

their vowel and consonant recognition ability. They found a significant correlation between the
modulation sensitivity of the subjects, averaged over a range of carrier levels, and their ability
to recognize both vowels (p = 0.0039) and consonants (p < 0.0001). Colleti and Shannon [5]
have also reported a similar relationship between modulation sensitivity and speech perception
in patients with brainstem implants. These psychophysical findings suggest that dynamical
stability/instability may be essential not only for modulation sensitivity, but also for speech
perception with auditory implants.

Notes
As discussed in detail in [11], these constraints assure that there is a unique resting condition and that
there are no spontaneous oscillations (stable limit cycles).
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Chapter 4: Dynamical instability in
conductance-based models
Abstract
Previously we have shown that the dynamical instability produced
by the simple FN model is sufficient to account for the main
statistical features of the response of auditory-nerve fibers when
stimulated electrically at high rates. Here we test the generality of
the mechanism of dynamical instability in biophysically detailed,
conductance-based models. Our findings suggest that instability is
a general property of the dynamics of excitation and refractoriness
when subjected to high rate stimulation. These findings imply that
attributing the firing irregularity produced by high-rate stimulation
to the influence of noise in biophysical models is an incomplete
account of the mechanism, and perhaps incorrect, since stimulus
induced changes in stability are also necessary, and may even be
sufficient, to produce the irregularity. Our results also suggest
that slow mechanisms, in addition to excitation and refractoriness,
may be required to account for auditory-nerve firing irregularity
near 500 Hz and to account for the high stimulus levels required to

maintain irregular firing at 5 kHz. Further, we speculate that this
mismatch in the stimulus-rate dependence of stability/instability
between standard models and auditory fibers might account for the
poorer than expected modulation sensitivity and speech perception
performance typically exhibited by implantees for high rate carriers (>1000 Hz) compared to lower rate carriers.
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Introduction
Our studies of the simple Fitzhugh-Nagumo (FN) model of neural excitation and refractoriness
have shown that it is dynamically unstable at high stimulation rates [1]. Dynamical instability,
as exhibited by this model, is also sufficient to account for the main statistical features of the
response of auditory nerve fibers when stimulated with high rate pulse trains [1-2]. Specifically, we have shown that dynamical instability accounts for the main features of the firing
irregularity, cross-fiber desynchronization, and the sensitivity to modulations applied to the
stimulus. In light of the extreme simplicity of the FN model, we have hypothesized that dynamical instability is a general feature of the dynamics of excitation and refractoriness, rather than
reflecting quantitative details of the FN model. If this assumption is correct then biophysically
detailed models, which differ quantitatively from the FN model, should similarly produce
dynamical instability at high stimulation rates.
In this paper, we investigate the generality of dynamical instability by quantifying
stability/instability

in the Hodgkin-Huxley

(HH) model of the squid giant axon [3] and the

Schwarz-Eikhof (SE) model of the mammalian sciatic nerve fiber [4] in response to pulsatile
stimulation. Both of these models have been used as models of excitation and refractoriness in
auditory nerve fibers [5-9], since the voltage-clamp measurements essential for model building
have not been obtained in mammalian auditory nerve fibers. These biophysical or conductancebased models specify detailed time dependence of the voltage-gated conductances that underlie
excitation and refractoriness [3,10].

We find that these biophysical models, like the FN model, are dynamically unstable at high
stimulation rates. Additionally, we identify commonalities across models in the dependence of
the stability/instability

on the stimulation rate and level. In particular we show that all models

exhibit a local, approximate trading relationship between stimulus rate and level. These commonalities support the notion that dynamical instability exhibited by the FN model reflects
general properties of excitation and refractoriness shared by many models rather than reflecting
the unique quantitative details of the FN model.
Our results also have important implications for understanding the origin of firing irregularity
observed in prior modeling studies and presumably also in auditory nerve fibers themselves.
For example, our results imply that the rate-dependent firing irregularity that has been suggested to occur in biophysical auditory nerve models [8,11-13] near 5 kHz may be due either to

dynamical instability or to a combination of near instability and noise. Our results also suggest
that mechanisms other than excitation and refractoriness may be required to account for the
rate-dependent firing irregularity observed near 500 Hz in auditory nerve fibers [14-16]. This
mismatch between standard models and auditory nerve fibers might explain the unexpected
psychophysical findings that high rate stimulation (>1000Hz) typically degrades modulation
sensitivity [17] and typically does not improve speech perception [18-19].
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As in previous studies [1-2] we characterize dynamical stability by computing the Lyapunov
exponent. The Lyapunov exponent () is a number that quantifies the growth rate of small
perturbations applied to a system's initial conditions. A positive Lyapunov exponent implies
that the response to small perturbations grows with time, and hence that the system is dynamically unstable.

Methods
The Fitzhugh-Nagumo

model

The Fitzhugh-Nagumo model consists of two coupled ordinary differential equations that
determine the time evolution of neural excitation x(t) and refractoriness y(t).
.(t)

= c x(t)- - x(t)3 - y(t) +
1

A 6(t- T)1)
j=I

(2)

y'(t)=- (x(t)+a - b y(t)),
C

where l
I -2b/3

<a<

(3)

1,

0< b< 1,

(4)

b <c 2 .

(5)

The term jp A (t - j T) in (1) represents a train of delta pulses used to drive the model,
where A is the stimulus amplitude, T is the interpulse time, and Np is the number of pulses in

the pulse train. The values of the system parameters are a 0.753617, b
c - 3.28076, which match those previously used by Kaplan et al. [21].
The Hodgkin-Huxley

0.745338, and

model

The Hodgkin-Huxley (HH) model describes the evolution of the transmembrane voltage and
the sodium and potassium ionic conductances of squid giant axon. The voltage- and timedependence of the ionic conductances are inferred from measurements of the transmembrane
the ionic currents that are produced by step changes of the membrane voltage (V). The behavior of these conductances are specified in terms of the hypothetical gating particles m, h, and n.
The complete time evolution of the HH model is therefore determined by the variables
{V(t), m(t), h(t), n(t)}, where explicit voltage dependence of the gating particles is suppressed
in this notation. The differential equations specifying the evolution of these variables are
V'(t) =

V(
I

C (GNam(t)3 h(t)(V(t) - VNa) + GK n(t)4 (V(t)-

Np

Vk) + Gl(V(t) - V)) + A 6(t - j T) ,
j=I

(6)
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m'(t)

-am(V(t)) + ,3m(
V(t))} m(t) + am(V(t)),

(7)

a(h(V(t)),

(8)

h'(t) = -{Cah(V(t))+ Ph(V(t))} h(t) +

n'(t) = -{oa.(V(t)) + in(V(t))} n(t) + a.(V(t)),

(9)

where C is the membrane capacitance; GNa, GK, and GI are the maximum sodium conductance, the maximum potassium conductance, and the leak conductance, respectively; and Vk,
VNa,and Vl are the corresponding Nernst equilibrium potentials. The values of these parameters are: C= 1 F/cm 2 , GNa = 120, GK = 36, G = 0.3mS/cm 2 , Vk = -72, VNa= 55,
VI = -49 mV. As in the FN model, jl A 6(t - j T) represents the stimulus.
Equations (7-9) specify the evolution of the gating particles as a function of the following
voltage-dependent parameters or "rate constants":
-0. 1 (V + 35)

exp[-0.1 (V + 35)]-

1'

fim(V) = 4 exp[-(V + 60)/ 18],

(11)

ah(V) = 0.07 exp[-(V + 60)/20],

(12)

AMh(V)
= exp[-0.1 (V + 30)] + I

(13)

-0.01 (V + 50)

n4(V) = exp[-0.1 (V + 50)] - 1

(14)

p3,(V) = .125 exp[-(V + 60)/80].

(15)

These expression are valid at a temperature 6.3 °C.

The Schwarz-Eikhof model
The Schwarz-Eikhof (SE) model describes the evolution of the transmembrane voltage and the
sodium and potassium ionic conductances in the node of Ranvier a mammalian sciatic nerve
fiber. As with the HH model, the voltage and time dependence of the ionic conductances are

inferred from measurements of the transmembrane current elicited by step changes in the membrane voltage. As in the HH model, the behavior of these conductances are specified in terms
of the hypothetical gating particles m, h, and n. The SE equations is determine the evolution of
the variables {V(t), m(t), h(t), n(t)}. The SE differential equations are
V'(t) = (-1

I

__T_

+e

) GI R T(Vrest-V(t)) +
Np

(CNa,,- CNa,

)

F2 PNah(t) m(t)3 V(t) + (CK -CK, e

) F2 PK n(t)2 V()) +

(16)

A 6(t - j T),
j=l

m'(t) = -{am(V(t)) + 18m(V(t)) m(t) + am(V(t)),

(17)
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h'(t) = -ah(V(t))

+ Ph(V(t))}h(t) + ah(V(t)),

(18)

n'(t) = -{Ca(V(t)) + f3n(V(t))}n(t) + an(V(t)),

(19)

where A is the amplitude of the stimulating delta functions, C is the membrane capacitance; F
is Faraday's constant; T is the absolute temperature; Gl is the leakage conductance; R is the
ideal gas constant; PNa and PK are the maximum ionic permeabilities of sodium and potassium,
respectively; Vrestis the resting potential; and CNaj, CNa,,, CKi, and CK specify the internal and
external concentrations of sodium and potassium ions. The values of these constants are
C = 2.8/pF/cm 2 ,
F = 96485 C/mole,
T = 310.15 °K,
G = 86(kncm2) - ,
3
R = 8314.4 mJ / (°K mole),
PNa = 3.28 x 10 cm/ sec,
PK = 1.34 X 10- 4 cm/ sec,
Vrest= -78 mV, V = [Na]in =, [Na]out=, [K]in=, [K]out=. As in the previous models, the
driving train of delta functions is represented by the term
p A 6(t - j T).
Like the HH model, the evolution of the gating particles of the SE model depend upon the
voltage-dependent "rate constants":
am

-

1.87204(V + 52.59)
V)1 - exp[0.165017 (103.41 - V)]

(20)

3.9733 (99 - V)

(V) = I - exp[0. 10627 (V + 57)]

(21)

0.549945 (50.26 - V)
- exp[0.110375 (V + 105.74)] '
Afi(V) =

(V) =

22.6088
I + exp[0.08 (134 - V)] '(23)
0.12946(V + 43)

1 - exp[0. (113- V)]'
0.32365 (88 - V)
I - exp[0. 1 (V + 68)]

These equations are valid at 37 °C.

(24)

(24)
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The variational equations
As described in [1], the Lyapunov exponent is obtained by solving the variational equations,
which determine how an infinitesimally perturbed response evolves under the system's dynamics [22-24]. If the solution of the main equations governing excitation and refractoriness are
specified by an k-dimensional vector X(t) = {xl(t)(t),2(t), ..., xk(t), then the perturbed condition is given by X(t) + (t)= {xl(t) + R,, x 2(t) + R 2,..., xn(t)+Rxk}, where the vector
R = {Rx,, x2,... , R} represents the infinitessimal perturbation. The variational equations
represent the time evolution of this infinitessimal perturbation vector. These equations are
determined by right-hand side of the differential equations that determine the evolution of X (t).
If these right-hand sides are Fl(xl(t), x 2(t), ..., xk(t)), F2 (xl(t), x 2(t),..., xk(t)), ....
F(xl
2(t),
2(., ... , xk(t)), then the differential equations that govern the evolution of R(t), in
vector form, are
R (t) =
Fi ((t)

R,'(t)

+ F,(X2(t)
(t),x 2

,X
. X.OF
)2
2( ...
OF2
GV
I (1),

tR '(t) |8 F2

,)

OF1(xI(t),

(26)

+ ... + OF2(XI
x(t).),...Xk(t)
v)).
)
Xt

rOF
,2(t),,Xn(t)
2 (XI(t),x

x=2(t),..(t))
(x) R

(t)

x

R (t)

(t)+ --+ Fz

a("+ OX
2

(26)

Evaluating (26) for the FN equations yields the two-dimensional set of equations
R (t) = (R(t))

((l

X 2) R)

-

)t))

(27)

The variational equations for the HH and SE models have more dimensions and are more

complex, reflecting the greater algebraic complexity of these two models compared with the
FN model. The variational equations for these models are
v'(t)
Rm(t)

Rh(t)
IR,'(t)

( (t), (t))
=

rRv(-(m(t) - l) v am(V(t)) - m(t) av 3(V(t))) - Rm (am(V(t)) + P(V(t)))
Rv (-(h(t) - )dvc ah(V(t)) - h(t) 9v3h(V(t))) - Rh (h(V(t)) + ,8h(V(t)))
R (-(n(t) - 1) va(V(t)) - n(t) 9vf8n(V(t)))- Rn (a,(V(t)) + ,8(V(t)))

(28)

)

where ov represents the partial derivative with respect to V.
For the HH model y(X(t), R(t)) has the form
YHH(X(t), (t))

{(GNa m(t)

(3 GNa m(t)2 h(t)(V(t) -

h(t) + G n(t) + G)
VNa)) Rm + (GNa

(t (V(t)

For the SE model y(X(t), R(t)) has the form

(29)

+
-

VNa))Rh + (4 GK n(t)3 (V(t)

- VK))

n)
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YSE((t),

= e(t))

((F2(-h(t) PNa(er

CNa,
((-1 + e

n(t)2 PK(e

(-1+e)

\
RT

-

F V(t))- CNa,((-1 +e )R7

CK((-1 + em )R7 -F V(t))- CK, ((- + e

R22 Gi)/(C(-I +e)

2 R2T ) )v(t) +

2

2
F2 m(t)3 PNa(CNa,- eR

3 F2 h(t) m(t)2 PNa (CNao- e

C(- I +e

-e

yet)
GVt

CNai)V(t)

(1R)R

RT

2 F 2 n(t) PK (CKO- e-re--CKi) V(t)
Fv(t)

C(- I +e'1)R

Rm(t) +

F V(t)))m(t)3 -

)R7T-

F V(t))))-

CNai)V(t)

I)

C(- I + e- -JRT

Rh(t)+

9?(t)

The variational equations for all these models are linear, but contain time-dependent coefficients. These time dependent coefficients are coupled to the main model equations. Because of
these time-dependent coefficients, closed-form solutions do not exist [25] and so the variational
equations must be solved numerically, along with the main equations.
The Lyapunov exponent
The Lyapunov exponent quantifies the rate of growth of the perturbation vector whose evolution is specified by the variational equations defined previously. The mathematical definition
of the exponent is
X = lirn -In
t-0
t

1

Im(>l

,

(31)

where IRI=
x2 ;y2 . We estimate the Lyapunov exponent by solving the central and
variational equations over a long but finite time interval [tmin, tmax]and computing:
A

-

1

In

tmax -tmrmin

jR(tmax)(
1R(tmin)l

(32)

The values of tin and tma,,are chosen large enough to yield a robust estimate of the exponent
while minimizing the influence of transients that may occur at the stimulus onset.
Computational methods
All model equations, along with the corresponding variational equations, were solved using the
NDSolve algorithm of Mathematica 5 [26]. This algorithm dynamically adjusts the step size to
produce preset local precision of - 8 digits.
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Results
Models exhibit dynamical instability at high stimulus rates
The goal of our initial simulations was to determine the value of the Lyapunov exponent for a
wide range of stimulus levels and interpulse times and compare these results with our previously published results from the FN model. Surface plots summarizing our results are shown in
Figures 1-3 with prior results from the FN model shown in Figure 1, the results from the HH
model shown in Figure 2, and the results from the SE model shown in Figure 3. The corresponding density plots are shown in the at the bottom of each figure. The plots demonstrate that, like
the FN model, the biophysical models of the squid giant axon and the node of Ranvier from the
mammalian sciatic nerve produce dynamical instability at stimulation rates approaching the
refractory time (defined as the spike downstroke time), although the HH model robustly predicts instability at a rate (relative to the refractory time) that is lower than the other models by a
factor of about two.
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Models exhibit rate-level trading in A(A, T) at high stimulus rates

Another prominent feature of the stimulus dependence of the Lyapunov exponent is that the
peaks in X(T) shift to toward smaller T as the stimulus level increases. This implies that an
approximate local time-level trading relationship or invariance exists at high rates, in which
reductions in the stimulus level can be offset or "traded" by reductions in the interpulse duration. At the highest stimulus levels, the major peaks cluster together.
Height of major peaks in A(T) increases as the interpulse duration decreases

To elucidate further the relationship between the Lyapunov exponent and the stimulation rate
for the three models, we fixed the stimulus at a suprathreshold level (A/Ao = 1.13) and com-

puted the exponent for a range of interpulse durations. The results of these simulations are
shown in Figure 4. Although the detailed form of A(T) differs considerably across the models,
these plots demonstrate as well dynamic instability is produced at high rates in all models.
Furthermore, these results show that the maximum positive excursion increases for major peaks
at successively higher rates. This trend is summarized in Figure 5. These findings suggest that
the maximally unstable condition, for a fixed level, occurs within the higher rate peak region.
Combined with the rate-level trading relation, they also suggests that maximally unstable
conditions will be obtained in the peak region that is nearest to threshold.
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Discussion
Summary of argument
In [1] we hypothesized

that the dynamical instability produced by the FN model reflected

general properties of excitation and refractoriness rather than unique quantitative features of the
model. If this reasoning is correct, then detailed biophysical models should also exhibit dynamical instability. In this paper we demonstrated that the Hodgkin-Huxley model of the squid
giant axon and the Schwarz-Eikhof model of the sciatic nerve both produce dynamical instability at high stimulus rates, supporting the hypothesis that such behavior is a general feature of
excitation and refractoriness rather than being strongly dependent on the quantitative details of
specific models. We also describe two features that were common across these models: a local
rate-level trading relationship in A(A, T) and a tendency for the heights of major peaks in to
increase sequentially as the interpulse time T decreases. Local rate-level trading relationship in
A(A, T) has potentially significant implications for the interpretation of the response of the
electrically stimulated auditory nerve, as we subsequently explain.
Implications for the interpretation of auditory nerve data of Moxon
Moxon recorded the discharge patterns of auditory nerve fibers to pulse trains of a variety of
stimulus levels and pulse rates [14].
In these data, high rate stimulation
(1000Hz > f > 480 Hz) produced firing irregularity. These data further show that this firing
can be regularized by either decreasing the stimulation rate or increasing the stimulation level.
Previously, based on analysis of the FN model, we have suggested that this rate-dependent
firing irregularity may be caused by dynamical instability, while noting that the stimulus rates
(relative to the inverse refractory time) producing instability in this model are much greater
than that investigated by Moxon. Here we demonstrated the generality of dynamical instability, showing that it is produced in biophysically detailed models. We also show that, even in
these more detailed models, rates comparable to the inverse refractory time are required for
instability to be produced robustly. We further demonstrate a general symmetry relation
between the stimulus level and stimulus rate which may explain the equivalent regularizing
effects of stimulus level increments and stimulus rate decrements that are apparent near 500 Hz
in the auditory nerve data. Specifically, a parsimonious explanation of the rate and level dependence of the firing irregularity reported by Moxon is that peaks in A(A, T) computed from
models of neural excitation and refractoriness are shifted toward larger values of T in the case
of the auditory nerve fibers, but that the general symmetry between rate and level is maintained. Because the studied models include only excitation and refractoriness, we hypothesize
that additional processes, such as adaptation [27-28], are responsible for this shift toward lower
rates.
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Implications for the strategy of Rubinstein et al.
Rubinstein et al. [7] has proposed a model of the mammalian auditory nerve fiber based on a
stochastic extension of the SE model [4]. In this model, the noise is produced by the stochastic
behavior of the individual gating particles that determine the transmembrane conductance [29].
Based on the predictions of this model [8], they argue that stimulation at 5 kHz will produce
firing irregularity and desynchronization that is similar to that of healthy auditory fibers and
that this irregularity is due to the random behavior the conductance gating particles. Our
results from the SE model suggests that the firing irregularity and desynchronization observed
by Rubinstein et al. reflects either dynamical instability or near instability supplemented by
noise. Thus, their attribution of irregularity to the effects of noise from voltage-gated sodium
channels is incomplete, at the very least, since noise is not sufficient to produce these effects,
and may also not be necessary. Our finding of local trading relationship in (A, T) suggests
further that similarly irregular spiking patterns would be produced at a range of nearby rates,
assuming appropriate adjustments in the stimulus level.
Motivated by the results of Rubinstein et al., Litvak et al. [11] has demonstrated that irregular
firing does indeed occur in auditory nerve fibers when stimulated at 5 kHz, although very high
stimulus levels are typically required to maintain this irregular firing at late times [12]. Local
rate-level trading likewise suggests that similarly irregular behavior might occur at lower levels, if the stimulation rate were decreased. Interpreted from the perspective of symmetry, this
requirement of high stimulus levels is also consistent with peaks in A(A, T) for auditory fibers
being shifted toward larger T (lower rates) compared with predictions of the SE model. For
example, if the peaks (and valleys) apparent in A(A, T) for the SE model (Figure 3) were
shifted uniformly toward larger T, very high stimulus levels would be required to reach the
even the lowest level peak. We speculate that a mismatch of this kind, between the model
predictions of A(A, T) and the actual form of (A, T), might explain the unexpected degradation of modulation sensitivity [17] typically produced by high-rate carriers in cochlear implant
patients, especially at low and intermediate levels. Given the strong correlation between modulation sensitivity and speech perception [30], such a mismatch might also explain why high-rate
carriers do not typically improve speech perception [18-19].

Notes
As discussed in detail in [20], these constraints assure that there is a unique resting condition and that
there are no spontaneous oscillations (stable limit cycles).
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Chapter 5: Summary of Main Conclusions
Noise alone cannot account for firing irregularity of electrically stimulated fibers
We began this thesis by noting that the firing irregularity observed in the discharge patterns of
electrically stimulated fibers cannot be accounted for by noise alone. While perhaps noise
could in principle account for firing irregularity observed at high stimulation rates, it cannot
fully account for its absence at low rates [1-3]. At the very least, an additional mechanism must
be operating to account for the different effects of noise at different stimulation rates.
Model nerve fibers exhibit rate dependent stability/instability

We show that the stability to small perturbations depends upon stimulation rate and level in the
simple Fitzhugh-Nagumo (FN) model, as well as in biophysical models of the squid giant axon
[4] and of mammalian sciatic nerve fibers [5]. In the FN model, we further demonstrate that

dynamic stability/instability determines the model's response to ongoing noise, to step-increments of the stimulus level, and to sinusoidal amplitude modulations. At sufficiently high
rates, a dynamical instability is produced that generates firing irregularity even in the complete
absence of ongoing noise.
Instability in the FN model produces a realistic range of irregularity, desynchronization, and modulation sensitivity without ongoing noise
We show that dynamical instability in the FN model produces the full range of firing irregularity measured in auditory nerve fibers stimulated at 5 kHz. We also show that it predicts the
tendency of the data to fall outside the confidence interval of the dead-time modified Poisson
process at sufficiently high discharge rates. The addition of ongoing noise of "realistic" intensity produces a less realistic range of firing irregularity. Dynamical instability also produces
realistically desynchronized firing patterns. Thus, we demonstrate that the firing irregularity
and desynchronization, which has been attributed to noise and/or cross-fiber differences, can in
principle be accounted for by dynamical instability at the spike generation site. Finally, we
demonstrate that dynamic instability produces sensitivity to sinusoidal amplitude modulations
as small as 0.5%. This sensitivity is comparable to that measured in auditory fibers [6] and to

the maximum sensitivity observed psychophysically in cochlear implant patients [7].
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Chapter 6: Issues for future investigation
How can the Lyapunov exponent be estimated from the response of nerve
fibers?
The results of this study are consistent with the hypothesis that dynamical instability produces
the main statistical firing behavior of auditory nerve fibers stimulated at 5 kHz, with ongoing
noise playing a regularizing role at low firing rates. Nevertheless, the value of the Lyapunov
exponent in driven auditory fibers has not yet been estimated, and, thus, definite statements
about the role of dynamical instability in producing the statistical behavior will have to wait
until such time as estimates

are available.

Such estimates

would seem to be necessary,

although perhaps not sufficient, to determine the influence that ongoing noise has on the statistical behavior, for example whether it reduces or enhances the firing irregularity.
Algorithms exist for estimating the Lyapunov exponent from experimental time series [1-2];
however, none of these algorithms have been tested in this particular context. These existing
algorithms would seem to also require voltage-versus-time recordings of the membrane voltage
at the spike generation site. Obtaining such recordings in auditory fibers would be difficult due
to the small diameter of these fibers [3]. We note, however, that it might be possible to use
spike-train recordings to estimate the Lyapunov exponent, when positive, by taking advantage
of the relationship which may exist between the value of the exponent and the sensitivity to
small modulations (see Chapter 3, Figure 3).
How can mathematical models be constructed which predict the Lyapunov
exponent?
Our work suggests that existing models of spike generation based on excitation and refractoriness do not quantitatively predict the stimulus dependence of the Lyapunov exponent in auditory fibers. Specifically, they do not account for the stability changes that likely underlie the
transition from regular to irregular firing occurring near 500 Hz in these fibers [4-6]. They also
do not account for the high stimulus levels needed to maintain irregular firing at late times for
5 kHz pulse trains [7]. Indeed, some evidence suggests that the Hodgkin-Huxley model itself
may not quantitatively predict the stimulus dependence of the Lyapunov exponent in squid
axons themselves [8-9]. These likely discrepancies between the predictions of existing mathematical models and the stability properties of nerve fibers and axons themselves raise the important question of how the models can be improved. Specifically, what mechanisms need to be
included in the model and what measurements are required to determine the model parameters
with sufficient accuracy to predict the dynamical stability?
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How can a carrier be devised that maximizes the Lyapunov exponent across a
population of electrically stimulated auditory fibers?
Given both the strong relationship we demonstrate between value of the Lyapunov exponent
and the sensitivity to modulations and the strong relationship between modulation sensitivity
and speech perception in cochlear and brimstone implant patients [10-11], perhaps a reasonable
strategy to optimize speech perception in implantees is to employ a carrier that maximizes the
value of the Lyapunov exponent across the neural population.

Devising such a carrier will

require insight into how the intrinsic properties of the fibers interact with the stimulus to determine the value of the Lyapunov exponent. Precise, detailed knowledge of this interaction is
presently lacking.
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Appendix: Supplemental Material
1. The robustness of the finding of dynamical instability in the FN model
In this supplement we show that the finding of A > 0 is robust with respect to simulation duration and the computational round-off error for the two numerical methods used in this study:
the NDSolve method and the Euler method. Although the different numerical procedures may
make different predictions about a particular solution at late times, even when started with
nominally identical initial conditions, the estimates of the Lyapunov exponents are nevertheless
quantitatively similar when the averaging time is sufficiently long, and, more importantly for
the purposes of this study, both methods result in estimates of A that are significantly greater
than zero.
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plane distance between a high precision
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The different curves are associated
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goal of 8 digits,

The time evolution of the phase-

of 14.5 decimal digits and a lower precision

solution.

The distance

between the reference solution and the NDSolve solution with a precision of 8 decimal digits is denoted by the thin black curve, while the thick
black curve and gray curve represent the distance between the reference solution and the Euler solutions
~t

= 0.014,

for step sizes of ~t

= 4.37

x 10-4 and

respectively.

The upper panel of Figure S 1 shows the solutions generated by: 1) the NDSolve algorithm with
a high precision of 14.5 digits (dashed black line), 2) the NDSolve algorithm with a precision 8
digits that is used for the simulations in the main text, 3) the Euler method with a small step
size (thick black line), and 4) the Euler method with a larger step size used for the stochastic
simulations in the main text (gray line). The solutions agree sufficiently closely at short times
for the curves to visually overlap during the first approximately t ~ 45 time units, corresponding to the first 12 pulses. The Euler method with the larger step size then noticeably diverges
from the rest of the solutions, followed by the separation at t ~ 70 of the solution produced by
the Euler method with a smaller step size. Around t = 180 or the 50th pulse, the solution
generated by the less precise NDSolve algorithm noticeably separates from the higher precision
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NDSolve solution. This behavior is consistent with the dynamics magnifying the effects of
computational errors and uncertainty (i.e., dynamical instability).
The distance (AR) in the phase-plane between the high-precision NDSolve solution and the
three lower precision solutions is plotted in the lower panel of Figure S1. Consistent with the
upper panel, the phase-plane distance between the each of the lower precision solutions and the
reference solution increases as the simulation progresses, with the distance eventually approaching unity (or zero on a log scale). The width of the computation in phase space is on the order
of unity (see left panel of Figure 2), setting an upper limit to the separation between two solution points at late times. This plot also shows that for t > 10 the distance from the reference
increases linearly on average with the same slope across conditions, implying an exponential

rate of separation that is approximately the same for the three conditions. Based on the similar
exponential rate of separation, one might expect that these three procedures, though differing in
their precision, produce similar, although not necessarily identical, estimates for A.
The upper panel of Figure S2 shows the estimate of the exponent for these three methods as a
function of the pulse train duration. The estimate was determined by solving the FN equations
along with the variational equations, as described in Methods, in response to a stimulus with
duration ttotal= 200 T + 5 N T. The responses to the initial 200 pulses were discarded to
minimize the influence of transients, and five estimates of A were made based on the remaining
five stimulus segments of length N T. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of the five
estimates of the less precise Euler method. This plot shows that the estimate computed with
this least accurate Euler method becomes significantly greater than zero after about 50 time
units, which corresponds to about 14 pulses. The estimates for the later times along with error
bars for all the methods are shown in the lower panel. These data suggest that the least precise
Euler method converges on a value that is somewhat less than that predicted by the more precise NDSolve algorithm, but that decreasing the step size of the Euler method to
At = 4.37x 10 - 4 causes the mean estimate to approach that of the more precise solution
NDSolve solution.
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As described in the above paragraphs, even the least precise method produces an estimate of A
that converges to a positive value. We now further investigate the effects of numerical precision on the estimates using the NDSolve method. The NDSolve method uses an algorithm that
adaptively varies the step size in order to achieve the precision set by the user. For sufficiently
high precision settings, typically above 8 decimal digits, computations must be carried out at
precision greater than the standard double precision of approximately 16 digits. This higher
precision is achieved in Mathematica by using arbitrary precision numbers at the expense of
longer computation time. Figure S4 shows the estimates of A for 200 + 5 x 300 = 1700 pulses
for a range of precision settings. These data show that the estimates of the Lyapunov exponent
remain significantly greater than zero independently of the precision and that the mean of every
estimate falls within the confidence interval of all the other estimates. Nevertheless, the irregular fluctuations apparent in the mean, though relatively small, may be statistically significant.
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In conclusion, we have shown that for a typical near threshold, high-rate condition both methods used in this study predict dynamical instability ( > 0), and further that this finding is
statistically significant and robust to increases in computational precision.
2. Adjusting the noise level to produce a physiological relative spread
In the absence of noise and for very low rates stimulation rates, where the Lyapunov exponent

is presumably negative (see Figure 3), a uniform pulse train will evoke either no firing or will
evoke firing to every pulse in a deterministic fashion, depending on whether the stimulus level
is above or below threshold. However, if noise is present, a range of near threshold stimulus
levels will evoke probabilistic firing. The range of levels over which probabilistic firing occurs
depends in part upon the physiological noise level and is a basis for estimates this level [1]. In
physiological experiments, the broadness of the rate-level function is characterized by the
relative spread (RS), defined as the ratio of the half-width of the rate-level function to the
threshold [1-2]. Auditory nerve fibers exhibit RS values of 0.01 - 0.1 [3], with a median value
of approximately 0.067 [4].
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Examples of rate-level functions produced by the FN mo~el in response to low rate pulse trains
(T = 10 td) are shown in Figure S5 for three different noise levels. The lines represent cumulative Gaussian fits to the data achieved using a least-squares procedure. This fit has two parameters, the width parameter (Tout and the threshold parameter Aeest, the ratio of which determines
the relati ve spread RS == (Tout / Aeest .
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Using this Gaussian fitting procedure, we systematically determine the relative spread for a
range of input noise levels in the FN model. These data are represented by the points shown in
the upper panel of Figure S6. Each point represents the mean of five independent estimates of
the relative spread for a particular input noise level, with the error bars representing the standard deviation of the five estimates. The straight line represents a least-squares fit to the mean
data with the fit constrained to pass through the origin. The best fitting line has a slope of
y = 1.23. A plot of the residuals about this line of best fit is shown in the lower panel of Figure
S6. We note that a linear relationship between the relative spread and the input noise is predicted by the approximate analytic theory of Lecar and Nossal [5] and is consistent with a
computational study of the stochastic node of Ranvier (see figure 6 of Rubinstein 1995 [6]).
This linear relationship between the input noise and the relative spread can then be inverted
((Tin = y-l RS ~ 0.81 RS) to allow the level of input noise to be chosen to match a given empirical measurement of the RS. Using this relation the we set
cal relative spread of 0.067 in the FN model.

(Tin
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3. Interspike interval histograms at physiological rates
One common way of characterizing the temporal properties of neural discharge patterns is by
computing the interspike interval distribution [7-8]. This histogram hk is computed from the
spike train {t,} by forming the first-order intervals {-n} = {t,,+l - tn} and counting the number of
intervals falling into the kth bin defined by (k - 1/2) T T < (k + 1 /2) T. The histogram is

normalized by dividing the number of intervals in each bin by the total number of intervals.
The first-order interspike interval histogram is only a complete description of the discharge
pattern in the special case of a renewal process, since this histogram discards information about
the correlation between intervals. The correlation between intervals can be quantified by computing the conditional mean interval histogram, which represents the mean duration of an
interval conditioned upon the duration of the preceding interval. If the interspike intervals are
statistically independent, i.e., the spike train is renewal, then the conditional mean interval
histogram is flat, apart from random statistical variations.
The conditional mean interval histogram is computed by first forming K subsequences of
length Jk from the sequence of intervals {Tn}. These subsequences, denoted {Tk, j}, have the
property that each of the Jk elements of the kth subsequence are preceded by an interval of
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duration Tk which falls into the k th bin. From these K subsequences the conditional mean
interval histogram Tk is constructed according to Tk =
kI Tk, i.
Litvak et al. has calculated interspike interval histograms as well as conditional mean histograms for neurons stimulated by 5 kHz pulse trains. Similar data has been collected for spontaneously firing, healthy auditory-nerve fibers [7,9]. To compare the response of the driven FN
model to these data sets, we similarly calculate the first-order interspike interval and conditional mean interval histograms. These histograms from the deterministic and stochastic FN
models, respectively, are shown in Figure S7 and Figure S8 for firing rates of approximately
50, 150, and 250 spikes / sec, from left to right. The second row of these figures shows the firstorder interspike interval histogram, while the third row shows the same data plotted on a logarithmic ordinate. The bottom row shows the conditional mean interval histogram along with
the 1 % and 99 % quantiles for the corresponding renewal process indicated by gray points.
For comparison, the corresponding autocorrelation histogram is shown in the top row. Also
plotted in the first row is a gray bar that denotes the range of time between 1/ ll and 10/lAl.
The absolute value is used because A is negative in the stochastic simulations. The last three
rows of Figure S7 and Figure S8 are comparable to figure 7 of Litvak et al. when the time scale
is expressed in milliseconds rather than in dimensionless units of the driving period T.
Because the driving period T is 0.2 ms, a factor of 1/5 must be applied to convert the time
scale used in the figure into milliseconds.
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The interspike interval histograms shown in Figure S7 and Figure S8 exhibit an oscillating
transient at short times, followed by an approximately exponentially decaying tail at late times.
The exponential decay manifests itself as linear decay on the semi-log axes used in the third
row of the figures. Because the bin width for the histogram is equal to the interpulse period T,
synchrony to the individual stimulus pulses is averaged out, and thus these prominent peaks in
distribution at short times do not reflect synchrony to the individual stimulus pulses. At the late
times the conditional mean interval histogram is flat and typically falls within the 99 % confidence interval of the corresponding renewal process.
Exponential decay at late times similarly occurs in interspike interval histograms constructed
from the discharge patterns of electrically stimulated neurons [11-13] as well as from the discharge patterns of normal spontaneously firing and acoustically stimulated fibers [7]. For
example, exponential decay occurs beyond 10 ms in the interval histograms constructed by
Litvak et al. from their experiments with 5 kHz electrical pulse trains [10,14], with the exception of some of the histograms constructed from the discharge patterns of neurons stimulated at
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high levels for many minutes [10]. Also, like data from electric [10] and acoustic stimulation
[9] experiments, the conditional mean interval histogram is flat at these late times and falls
within or nearly within the confidence interval of the corresponding renewal process.
In addition, the transient oscillations at short times in the interspike interval histogram, apparent in Figure S7 and Figure S8, also occur in many of the interval histograms reported by
Litvak et al. using 5 kHz electrical pulse trains, especially for higher discharge rates [14-15].
For example, the ratio of the maximum value reached during the transient to the value of the
histogram at the beginning of the exponential tail is approximately Ptrans/ Pe = 2.13 for the unit
with a discharge rate of approximately 67 spikes/ sec shown in the first column of figure 7 of
Litvak et al. [10], while the corresponding ratio for a unit with a discharge rate of
277 spikes / sec is approximately Ptrans / Pe = 32.0. For comparison, the ratios Ptrans/ Pe for the
three deterministic conditions shown in Figure S7 are approximately 2.6, 6.6, and 25.0. The
precise rate estimates for these deterministic conditions are 25.9, 144.7, and 300.2 spikes/sec.
Thus, these deterministic FN simulations produce interval histogram transients of similar prominence to those seen in the data and also capture the tendency for the prominence to increase

with discharge rate.
In contrast, based on the stochastic simulations shown in Figure S8, sufficiently intense noise
greatly reduces the rate dependence of the transient. Specifically, the ratio Ptrans/Pe for the
stochastic interval histograms are only slightly changed by the firing rate, taking on values of
3.50, 3.89, and 4.00 for firing rates of 36.4, 113.8, and 243.1 spikes/sec.
In addition, the
maximum value of the transient in these stochastic simulations always coincides with the first
peak in the ISIH rather than one of the later peaks as in the case of the two higher rate deterministic conditions and in many, but not all, of the histograms shown in Litvak et al. [10]. Finally,
as indicated by the gray bars in Figure S7 and Figure S8, in the presence of noise the oscilla-

tions decay significantly faster than 10/AIl, whereas for the deterministic conditions the time
scale of the decay corresponds closely to 10/ AIl.

4. Tutorial on the FN equations and the associated variational equations
The purpose of this section is to introduce reader to the behavior of the solutions of the driven
FN equations and associated variational equations. We also seek to give the reader some intuitive understanding of how the behavior of an infinitessimal perturbation in the initial condition-governed by the variational equations-relates to the conceptually simpler situation of a
finite perturbation in the initial condition, how the short-term behavior of a perturbation relates
to its long-term behavior, and how the long-term behavior determines whether the exponent is
positive or negative. In every case, the deterministic solution is presented beside the corresponding stochastic solution in order to give the reader an idea of how the dynamics are influenced
by ongoing noise.
The following four examples illustrate the behavior of the FN equation to a high rate pulse train
whose interstimulus time is approximately equal to the absolute refractory time, corresponding
to a stimulus rate of - 5 kHz. This stimulus rate is not varied in these examples. The first two
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examples-one dealing with short-term behavior and the other dealing with long-term behavior-illustrate responses to a stimulus level that is sufficiently intense (A = 1.6 Ao) to produce a
large negative exponent, and hence generating regular firing even in the presence of noise. The
next two examples illustrate short- and long-term responses to a somewhat lower level pulse
train A - 1.13 Ao which produces a positive exponent in the absence of noise and an exponent
that is statistically indistinguishable from zero in the presence of noise. When the stimulus is at
this level, the firing pattern is irregular even in the absence of noise. The perturbation is chosen
to be 0.1% of the unperturbed initial condition and is applied only in the +x direction in all
cases. The noise level for all stochastic simulations is such that it produces a relative spread of
RS - 0.67, a typical physiological value [4] and the value used for most of the stochastic simulations used in this study.
Short-term behavior of a negative exponent condition
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Figure 59. Short-term evolution of the excitation variable X(t) (Top Row), the refractory variable y(t) (Second Row), and logarithm of the
distance between the reference trajectory and a perturbed trajectory (Third Row) in response to a train of 6 -pulses with amplitude 1.6 times
threshold Ao. The Bottom Row shows the corresponding parametric or phase-plane plot of (X(t), y(O). Results for the deterministic NDSolve
method are shown in the LeftColumn, while those for the stochastic Euler method (RS '"0.067) are shown in the Right Column. In the Top
Row, Second Row, and Bottom Row the black curve represents the unperturbed trajectory, while the gray curve represents the perturbed
trajectory. In the Third Row, the black curve represents amplitude of the perturbation vector Itl~(t)1 determined by solving the variational
equations, while the gray curve represents the amplitude of the finiteperturbation vector Itl~p(t)1 determined by calculating the distance between
model for
explicitlycalculated perturbed and unperturbed solutions. Time t is expressed in natural dimensionless units for the Fitzhugh-Nagumo
which the absolute refractory time is about tr '" 3.66. The interstimulus time is T "" 3.58, slightly less than the absolute refractory time and
corresponding to a rate in dimensional units of - 5 kHz. The dashed gray curves in the phase-plane indicate the linear and cubic nullclines. In
both the deterministic and stochastic cases, the model neuron was at rest (Le., solution was very near the stable fixed point) when the firstpulse
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wasdelivered. In the plotsof x(t) shownin theTop Rowand in the phase-planeplotsin the BottomRowlinesareusedto connectthe
discontinuoussegmentsin orderto guidetheeye.

Deterministic simulations

When the value of the excitation variable x is raised above the threshold x0 by a stimulus of
amplitude A > AO, x(t) rapidly increases rapidly towards unity, as shown in the first panel of
the left column of Figure S9. This rapidly increasing phase represents the upstroke of the
action potential [16]. After x increases, the refractory variable y, shown in the second row of
the first column, begins to increase, which causes the value of x to decrease and eventually
undershoot its equilibrium value. This behavior corresponds to the spike down-stroke. Pulses
occurring while y is significantly greater than its equilibrium value of Yrest -0.6 do not
trigger an action potential, consistent with the identification of y as refractory variable. By
time t 11.5, the value of y(t) decreased sufficiently to cause the fourth stimulus pulse to
trigger an action potential.
The evolution of both x(t) and y(t) are summarized in the parametric or phase plane plots of
shown in the last row. Here the black curves represent the trajectories mapped out by the
parametric evolution of {x(t), y(t)}, with direction of the flow typically being counter clockwise. Dashed gray lines are used to denote the nullclines which mark regions of the phase
plane in which trajectories are either strictly vertical or strictly horizontal. More specifically,
the nullcline associated with excitation x, having the form Fx(x)= xx 3 , has the property
that for all points along this curve the right-hand side of the equation for x'(t) is zero, or, equivalently, F (x, 0Dx(x))= 0 for all x. Likewise, the nullcline associated with the refractory variable
has the form 4Dy(x)= ( + a), and for all points along this line the equation for y'(t) is zero,
or, equivalently F2 (x, Dy(x))= 0. The nullclines provide a useful check on the consistency of
the numerically computed solutions with the differential equations (1) and (2).
The time evolution of a perturbed trajectory {xp(t), yp(t)) that is started with initial conditions
that vary by 0.1% are shown by the thick gray curves in these plots. Specifically, the initial
condition of the perturbed trajectories are related to the initial conditions of the unperturbed
trajectory by the relation{x(0), y(0)} = ((1 + 10-3)x(0), y(0)}.
The time evolution of a small perturbation AR is shown in the third row, with the black curve
representing the magnitude of the perturbation as determined from the solution of the variational equations. Specifically, the black curve is defined as AR(t) = RX(t)2 + Ry(t)2 , where
Rx(t) and Ry(t) are solutions of the variational equations (9) that are obtained using an initial
condition of {R(0), Ry(O)}= {10- 3 , 0}. This solution corresponds very closely to the prediction obtained by explicitly calculating the distance in the phase plane between the main trajectory, which is shown in black in the last row and was started with the initial condition

(x(0), y(O)}, and the nearby trajectory started with the initial condition
{x,(0), yp(0)} = {(1+ 10-3) x(0), y(0)} shown in gray. The time evolution of this finite perturbation is defined as ARp(t) = V ((x(t) - xp(t)) 2 + (y(t) - yp(t))2).
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A comparison of the time-course of excitation (top row) and of the perturbation (third row)
shows that the largest stretching of nearby states occurs during the spike upstroke, the spike
downstroke, and during the subthreshold events that occur when y is not too large (i.e., during
the relative refractory time); subthreshold events occurring during the absolute refractory
period, when y(t) is near its maximum value, do not contribute significantly to the net stretching. Looked at in the phase plane, one can say that generally stretching occurs as the state
particle is accelerating toward the slow portions of the trajectory, while contraction occurs
during the times when the state particle is on the slow portions of the computation, which are

near the left and right branch of the cubic nullcline associated with x.
Stochastic simulations

The time-course of x(t) in the presence of noise, shown in black in first panel of the right column, is similar to the corresponding deterministic waveform, apart from small random fluctuations due to noise. The perturbed trajectory, which is driven by statistically independent noise,
is shown in gray. The time course of y(t) in the presence of noise is likewise similar to the

corresponding deterministic case, although the fluctuations in y(t) produced by noise are
smoother than those produced in x(t), since discontinuities of the Gaussian noise input (as well
as the deterministic 6-pulse train) introduce only discontinuities in the first derivative of y(t).
The effects of noise on the perturbed and unperturbed trajectories are also apparent in the phase
plane plot in the last row.

Although the difference in the perturbed and unperturbed trajectories are small, the difference
between time evolution of an infinitessimal perturbation AR(t), shown in black, and a finite
perturbation ARp(t), shown in gray, is quite large, when the both perturbed and unperturbed
trajectories are driven by independent noise as they are in these simulations. Specifically,
because the mean amplitude of the stochastic fluctuations is much larger than the initial perturbation applied to the initial condition, the noise tends to rapidly separate the trajectories causing
ARp to quickly increase to a value near 10-1' 5 - 0.033, which is much larger than the separation produced by the deterministic dynamics over a the same time interval. Nevertheless, the
separation remains smaller relative to the full dimensions of the trajectories in phase space
which on the order of 1. Furthermore, careful inspection of the ARp(t) waveform shows, apart
from the shift in the mean value and the high-frequency stochastic fluctuations, that some
features of the infinitessimal perturbation waveform AR(t) are apparent in the finite perturbation waveform ARt,(t). The appearance of prominent features of AR(t) in the ^ARp(t)
waveform
suggest that the dynamics infinitesimally close to the reference trajectory can predict important
features of the dynamics of small finite perturbations, at least for short times.
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Long-term behavior of a negative exponent condition
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Figure S10. Long-term evolution of the excitation variable X(t) (Top Row), the refractory variable y(t) (Second Row), and logarithm of the
distance between the reference trajectory and a perturbed trajectory (Third Row) in response to a train of 8 -pulses with amplitude 1.6 times
threshold Ai, the same stimulus level used in Figure 89. The Bottom Row shows the corresponding parametric or phase-plane plot of
(X(t), y(t)}. As in Figure 89, the deterministic ND80lve method are indicated in the Left Column, while those for the stochastic Euler method
(R8 == 0.065) are indicated in the Right Column. In the Top Row, Second Rowand Bottom Row, the black curve represents the unperturbed
trajectory, while the gray curve represents the perturbed trajectory. In the Third Row, the black curve represents amplitude of the perturbation
vector 1~~(t)1 determined by solving the variational equations, while the gray curve represents the amplitude of the finite perturbation vector
1~~p(t)1 determined by calculating the distance between explicitly calculated perturbed and unperturbed solutions. Time t is expressed in natural
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dimensionless
unitsfortheFitzhugh-Nagumo
modelfor whichthe absoluterefractorytimeis aboutt = 3.66. The interstimulustimeis T 3.58,
slightlylessthan the absoluterefractorytimeand corresponding
to a rate in dimensionalunitsof -5 kHz. SeeFigureS9 for furtherdetails.

Deterministic simulations

Over a longer time span, the periodicity in x(t) and y(t) becomes readily apparent (first and
second rows) when this high level stimulus provides the driving. In particular, one action
potential elicited for every three stimulus pulses. Except for the initial segment, the trajectories
nearly overlap in the phase plane (bottom row).
The infinitessimal perturbation vector AR(t) declines linearly (black curve, second row), on
average, in the log-linear plot, indicating approximately exponential decay, with a decay rate of
roughly 0.090 base-10 units per unit time (dimensionless FN units), which corresponds to a
Lyapunov exponent in base-e units of = Loge 10x -0.090 = -0.208.
The finite perturbation ARp(t), shown in gray, while initially tracking the infinitessimal perturbation AR(t) closely, flattens out at approximately 10 -1 1, slightly beyond the smallest computationally meaningful difference one would expect given the 8 digits of precision which are
assured by the NDSolve algorithm. The infinitessimal perturbation AR(t) continues to decrease
after the finite perturbation plateaus because the integration algorithm is able to accurately
compute the solution for values smaller than 10-1 1. (In the computations of the Lyapunov
exponent done for the Results section, the length of the perturbation vector was normalized to
unity after each drive cycle, and the long-term stretching computed by multiplying the net
stretching for each cycle. This re-normalization prevents numerical errors due to AR(t) becoming either very large or very small. For these introductory examples, the renormalization was
not done, the accuracy of the numerical algorithms being sufficiently accurate to track the
behavior of AR(t) in spite of its exponential growth or decay, at least over the time period of a
couple hundred stimulus pulses used in these examples.)
Superimposed on the long-term behavior that produces exponential decay is a rapidly fluctuating fine-structure, apparent in both AR(t) and ARp(t), that reflects the short-term stretching of
nearby states and short-term contraction of nearby states-short-term stretching occurring
mainly during spike upstrokes, spike downstrokes, and subthreshold events as the state moves
toward the right or left branches of the cubic nullcline associated with x and short term contraction mainly occurring in the intervening times at the peak of the action potential and during the
refractory phase, as the state-particle moves along the left or right branches of the cubic
nullcline. At this stimulus level, short-term contraction dominates over the short-term stretching, producing a long-term mean contraction leading to a negative Lyapunov exponent.
Stochastic simulations

A very similar long term firing pattern occurs in the stochastic simulations (top row, right
column), with one action potential being elicited for every three input pulses, as in the deterministic case. Some randomness is nevertheless apparent in the fine details of the response. Also,
the noise visibly separates the finite perturbation waveforms shown in gray from the infinitessimal waveforms shown in black. In the phase plane, trajectories follow roughly the same path
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as in the deterministic case, but they are noisily perturbed, with the unperturbed and perturbed
trajectories covering nearly the same region of the phase plane.
The behavior of the infinitessimal perturbation shown in the third row in black is very similar
to the deterministic case, showing an exponential decrease on average and a fine structure
determined by brief stretch and contraction events. Quantitatively the value of the exponent is
slightly less negative than that for the deterministic case, having a value of A -0.189.
The finite perturbation shown in gray in the third row randomly fluctuates near ARp --1.5 log
units. The fine-structure is much less apparent than for AR(t), consistent with the idea that the
finite perturbation is not strongly influenced by the dynamics near the main trajectory at late
times.
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Short-term behavior of a positive exponent condition
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Figure S11. Short-term evolution of the excitation variable X( t) (Top Row), the refractory variable y( t) (Second Row), and logarithm of the
distance between the reference trajectory and a perturbed trajectory (Third Row) in response to a train of 6 -pulses with amplitude -1.13 times
threshold Al, which is about 30% lower than the stimulus level used in Figure S9 and Figure S10. The Bottom Row shows the corresponding
phase-plane plot of (X(t), y(t)l. Results for the deterministic NDSolve method are shown in the Left Column, while those for the stochastic Euler
method (RS '" 0.067) shown in the Right Column. In the Top Row, Second Rowand Bottom Row, the black curve represents the unperturbed
trajectory, while the gray curve represents the perturbed trajectory. In the Third Row, the black curve represents amplitude of the perturbation
vector 1~'R(t)1 determined by solving the variational equations, while the gray curve represents the amplitude of the finite perturbation vector
1~'Rp(t)1 determined by calculating the distance between explicitly calculated perturbed and unperturbed solutions. Time t is expressed in natural
dimensionless units for the Fitzhugh-Nagumo model for which the absolute refractory time is about t, '"3.66. The interstimulus time is T", 3.58,
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slightlylessthan the absoluterefractory
timeandcorresponding
to a rateindimensional
unitsof -5 kHz. SeecaptionforFigureS9 for further
details.

Deterministic simulations

When the stimulus level is reduced from AI/A = 1.6 to A/Ao - 1.133, the main change in the

short-term behavior of x(t), shown in the top row, is that latency of the spike elicited by the
first pulse is increased somewhat and the intensity of the fourth pulse, at approximately
t = 11.5, is insufficient to elicit an action potential. Another prominent difference is that, due
to the increased latency of the first spike, the second stimulus pulse arrives at an earlier
moment in the spike downstroke phase. Likewise, as shown in the second row, only one major
peak occurs in y(t) and the latency of this peak is increased. These differences are also
reflected in the phase plane in the bottom row.
The general rule that stretching occurs during the spike upstroke, spike downstroke, and during
subthreshold events, noticed at higher levels, holds here too. Specifically, as shown in the third
row, very prominent stretching occurs during the spike upstroke, spike downstroke, and the
during the subthreshold events.

The peak stretch as well as the net change in perturbation

amplitude, differs for this low level stimulus compared with the higher level condition. Specifically, the peak stretch is about + 1.5 log units (from roughly -3 to -1.5), whereas for the
higher level stimulus over the same time period, the peak stretch is only about +0.5 log units.
Also, the net change in the length of AR is only about -0.5 log units, while for the higher level

condition the net change is about -1 log units.
Stochastic simulations

As in the higher level condition, the stochastic waveforms for this lower level condition (shown
in the right column) are similar to corresponding deterministic waveform, but for the small
random fluctuations imparted by the noise. The relatively small influence of noise at these
short times is also apparent in the phase plane plot.
Similarly, behavior in AR(t) only slightly affected by noise, as was also seen for the higher
level stimulus. The ARp(t) waveform exhibits a large and sudden increase due to the presence
of noise, as was also seen in the higher level condition, as well as large ongoing fluctuations.

Nevertheless, features of the infinitessimal waveform are reflected in the finite perturbation
waveform.
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Long-term behavior of a positive exponent condition (zero exponent in presence of noise)
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Figure S12. Long-term evolution of the excitation variable X(t) (Top Row), the refractory variable y(t) (Second Row), and logarithm of the
distance between the reference trajectory and a perturbed trajectory (Third Row) in response to a train of 8 -pulses with amplitude -1.13 times
threshold .40, which is the same level as the preceding figure and about 30% lower than the stimulus level used in Figure S9 and Figure S10.
The Bottom Row shows the corresponding phase-plane plot of (X(t), y(t»). Results for the deterministic NDSolve method are shown in the Left
Column, while those for the stochastic Euler method (RS 0.067) shown in the Right Column.
In the Top Row, Second Rowand
Bottom
Row, the black curve represents the unperturbed trajectory, while the gray curve represents the perturbed trajectory. In the Third Row, the black
curve represents amplitude of the perturbation vector I~R(tll determined by solving the variational equations, while the gray curve represents the
amplitude of the finiteperturbation vector I~Rp(t)1 determined by calculating the distance between explicitlycalculated perturbed and unperturbed
model for which the absolute refractory time is about
solutions. Time t is expressed in natural dimensionless units for the Fitzhugh-Nagumo
:><
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t, = 3.66. The interstimulustime is T = 3.58, slightlyless thanthe absoluterefractorytime andcorrespondingto a ratein dimensionalunitsof
-5 kHz. Seecaptionfor FigureS9 for furtherdetails.

Deterministic simulations

Over a longer time span, the aperiodic or irregular nature of the response is apparent in both
x(t) and y(t), shown in the first and second rows, respectively. Furthermore, the gray curve,
representing the perturbed trajectory, diverges from the unperturbed trajectory around t = 65
corresponding roughly to the 18th stimulus pulse or, in milliseconds, t = 3.6 ms.
Here the paths through the phase plane associated with late times often do not to closely
approach at late times the paths associated with earlier times, instead the paths or trajectory
segments are arranged in a geometrically complex, interleaved manner which appear to fill a
significant fraction of the phase plane, albeit non-uniformly, with unvisited regions interleaved
among heavily visited regions.
The infinitessimal perturbation AR(t), shown in the third row, increases on average linearly on
a log-linear plot, consistent with long term exponential growth. Quantitatively, the rate of
growth is roughly 0.0423 corresponding to a Lyapunov exponent in base-e units of
A= Loge 10 x 0.0423 = 0.0973. Superimposed upon this average exponential behavior is a finestructure that reflects sequential stretching and contraction events. Unlike the negative exponent case, the stretching predominates at late times.

The finite perturbation ARp(t) initially tracks AR(t) quite closely, but plateaus near Log1 1 = 0
which approximately corresponds to the dimensions of the computation in phase-space, consistent with the separation between the perturbed and unperturbed trajectories becoming widely
separated, but still remaining confined within a fixed region of phase-space, the computation
[17], with dimensions on the order of unity.
Stochastic simulations

Like the deterministic simulations shown in the left column, the stochastic x(t) waveforms (first
row) exhibit an aperiodic or irregular sequence of spikes, with y(t) (second row) similarly
exhibiting an irregular sequence of large excursions toward 1. The unperturbed stochastic
trajectory departs significantly from the perturbed stochastic trajectory around time t = 12 or
about at the occurrence of the fourth stimulus pulse or, in milliseconds, t = 0.8 ms. Thus, the

presence of noise decreases the time for these two trajectories to diverge substantially.
Compared to the corresponding deterministic phase trajectory shown in the first column, the
stochastic trajectory is more localized and appears to be less complex. In contrast, this stochastic trajectory is less localized and appears more complex than high level stochastic condition
shown in the fourth row of Figure S10. Thus, for this lower level condition noise localizes and
appears to reduce the visual complexity of the computation, while for the higher level condition
noise de-localizes and appears to increase the visual complexity of the computation.
Unlike the negative exponent case, where noise has only a very small effect on the average time
evolution of an infinitessimal perturbation, noise dramatically reduces the mean rate of growth
of the infinitessimal perturbation. Indeed, the estimate of the Lyapunov exponent based a five
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presentations of a stimulus consisting of Np = 16, 000 pulses, corresponding to a duration of
approximately 57, 000 time units, is statistically indistinguishable from zero
(A= -0.0021 + 0.004323). Thus, noise reduces the estimate from approximately A = 0.0973 to
very near zero. In spite of this long-term estimate being close to zero, over the relatively short
duration over which AR(t) is shown in the bottom row, a slow positive growth between t 60
and t -- 640 is apparent, with a subsequent period of contraction occurring between t = 600 and
t = 700. While we have not systematically characterized the fluctuations in AR(t) when A is
near zero, these limited simulations suggest these fluctuations occur on a time scale that is
much larger than the fluctuations associated with short-term stretching and contraction.
The finite perturbation ARp(t) behaves similarly to that of the higher level case, growing rapidly to ARP -1.5 log units. The finite perturbation does not exhibit the large, long-term
fluctuations exhibited by the infinitesimal perturbation AR(t).
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